June 3, 2021
PGL File: 5003-01.01
Via E-mail:

gmarzara@hotmail.com

Spring Creek Development Ltd.
#214 – 133 West 17th Street
North Vancouver, BC
V7M 1V5
Attention:
RE:

Ghol Marzara

HABITAT SUMMARY – SPRING CREEK DEVELOPMENT LTD. –
2101 CLARKE STREET, PORT MOODY, BC

PGL Environmental Consultants (PGL) is pleased to provide this updated Habitat Summary report,
which summarizes the quality of existing and proposed (post-construction) instream, riparian, and
terrestrial habitat at 2101 Clarke Street, Port Moody, BC (the Site). This report also discusses a
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) which presents management plans and
mitigation measures to avoid impacts to these habitats during and after construction.
Please note that this report is based on our Qualified Environmental Professional’s review of the
latest plans for the Site, including:
•
•

1.0

Lo Studio Architecture Inc. Site Plan and Roof Plan Drawing No.15-050-A1 (May 20, 2021,
Appendix 1); and
van der Zalm + associates Inc. Proposed Residential Building – Re-issued for DP
(April 16, 2021, Appendix 2).

EXISTING CONDITIONS

This section presents information on the existing instream, riparian, and terrestrial habitat
conditions at the Site.

1.1

Instream Habitat

South Schoolhouse Creek (the Creek) and its riparian area border the east side of the Site. The
headwaters of the Creek are in the Chines escarpment along the City of Port Moody’s (the City’s)
southern border with Coquitlam. As the Creek approaches the lowlands of Port Moody towards the
Site, it is piped under various roadways, including Albert Street, the Barnet Highway, Saint Johns
Street, and Clarke Street.
Adjacent to the Site, the Creek emerges from a culvert (with a fish ladder) on the north side of Saint
Johns Street and runs along the east boundary of the Site before entering a culvert (with another
fish ladder) on the south side of Clarke Street. The South Schoolhouse drainage system eventually
drains into Burrard Inlet near Pacific Coast Terminals.
The City designates open (i.e., non-piped) portions of the Creek, within the South Schoolhouse
drainage system, as a Class A Stream. This includes the reach of the Creek bordering the Site.
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The City’s steam classification system defines Class A Streams as “watercourses inhabited by
salmonids and/or rare or endangered fish species, or potentially inhabited by such fish with access
enhancement (e.g., removal of culverts).” Coho and chum salmon, cutthroat trout, and sculpin are
known to occur in the Creek. The reach of the Creek adjacent to the Site has an average width of
4.08m, an average gradient of 2%, and a channel type classified as a riffle-pool. Substrate
composition is dominated by gravel, cobble, and boulders.

1.2

Riparian Habitat

Vegetation in the riparian area between the top of bank (TOB) of the Creek and the 15m Streamside
Protection and Enhancement Area (SPEA, or setback) consists primarily of invasive species,
particularly Japanese knotweed. The slope between the high-water mark and TOB supports both
natural vegetation (including mature black cottonwood trees) and invasive species. Given the
current extent of Japanese knotweed, the overall health of the riparian ecosystem is poor.

1.3

Terrestrial Habitat

Vegetation on the terrestrial (upland) portion of the Site is limited, given the Site’s historical
development and previous land uses. West of the TOB of the Creek, the upland portion of the Site
consists primarily of invasive species (particularly Japanese knotweed and Himalayan Blackberry),
and the overall health of the upland ecosystem is poor.
PGL’s International Society of Arboriculture Certified Arborist revisited the Site in October 2020 to
review tree resources and assess windthrow risks. The results of that Site visit are presented in
PGL’s November 2020 Arborist Update Report – Spring Creek Development (Appendix 3), which
includes details of a tree protection plan, windthrow assessment and arboriculture monitoring.

1.4

Invasive Plants

Infestations of invasive plants are prominent throughout the upland and riparian portions of the Site.
A list of invasive species observed at the Site is provided in Table A. A thorough invasive plant
survey was conducted in November 2020 and is included as part of PGL’s November 2020 Invasive
Plant Management Plan (IPMP) (Appendix 4). Table A provides a good example of what invasive
species can be expected on the Site, but should not be considered exhaustive.
Table A: Invasive Plant Species Encountered at the Site
Common Name

Scientific Name

Himalayan blackberry

Rubus armeniacus

English ivy

Hedera helix

English holly

Ilex aquifolium

Scotch broom

Cytisus scoparius

Cherry-laurel

Prunus laurocerasus

Yellow archangel

Lamiastrum galeobdolon

Japanese knotweed

Fallopia japonica

1.5

Wildlife

PGL conducted a desktop study, followed by Site visits to identify wildlife use or potential use of
the Site.
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Amphibians and Reptiles

Amphibians and reptiles were not encountered within the Site during the Site visits. Suitable habitat
for most rare or endangered amphibians and reptiles was not present at the Site.
Coastal tailed frogs (CTF) usually breed in cold, fast-moving, mountainous watercourses with
gravel, cobble, or bounder substrates, and are usually found within more mature forests. However,
a steep watercourse surrounded by forest in Mundy Park, 3km south east of the Site, had an
incidental occurrence of CTF tadpoles in 1997 and adults in 2001. We also understand that a
juvenile CTF was encountered during an invertebrate survey of South Schoolhouse Creek in 2003.
A detailed CTF micro-habitat survey was carried out in November 2020, with the results presented
in PGL’s November 2020 Pacific Water Shrew and Coastal Tailed Frog Microhabitat Survey Report
(Appendix 5).

1.5.2

Birds

Bird habitat at the Site was moderate and best representing that of a disturbed site with reduced
ecological function. The extensive coverage of invasive species, particularly Himalayan blackberry
and Japanese knotweed limits the diversity of bird species that use the Site. Himalayan blackberry
provides food and cover during the summer, and may be used by some species for nesting. The
knotweed provides moderate value for feeding or nesting in the spring and summer, and no value
in the winter. The extensive cover of both these species limits the diversity of vegetation available
to support a variety of avian species. Knotweed may also crowd the watercourse, limiting water
foragers and shoreline gleaners from using that stretch of habitat. The mature cottonwoods onsite
offer nesting and roosting opportunities, as well as providing a food source in the spring (seeds).
The fibers associated with the cottonwood seeds are often used as nesting material by birds. The
presence of mature cottonwoods, particularly dead branches or snags, increases the habitat
function at the Site. Cavity nesting species such as woodpeckers, chickadees, nuthatches,
swallows, owls, and small mammals may use excavated or natural cavities in the cottonwoods.
The large size of the cottonwoods also makes them suitable for raptors and herons to establish
nests. Treetop nesters including some species of warbler may also use the cottonwoods during
nesting season.

1.5.3

Mammals

Mammals were not observed during any Site visits. The Creek is part of a greenway, or wildlife
corridor, connecting Chines Park upstream, with Burrard Inlet and Burnaby Mountain. Rearing
habitat and breeding habitat for large mammals such as bear and deer was not observed onsite,
and foraging and hunting habitat for bear was limited. Deer may have been attracted to the riparian
vegetation for foraging, but browse was not observed. Small mammals, such as mice, voles, moles,
shrews, squirrels, and weasels may use the riparian area for foraging; however, the riparian habitat
has low value for foraging until further growth occurs. The limited cover leaves foraging animals
exposed; therefore, habitat for most small mammals at the Site is low. However, habitat for Pacific
Water Shrew has been evaluated as moderate (see below).

1.5.3.1 Pacific Water Shrew
The Creek was assessed for Pacific water shrew (PWS) habitat capability and suitability using the
Species Account and Preliminary Habitat Ratings for Pacific Water Shrew (Sorex bendirii) Using
SHIM Data. The SHIM methodology includes assessing the upland habitat including forest
composition, shrub cover and level of disturbance, and the stream habitat capability including
stream wetted width, depth, and slope. The combination of the habitat suitability characteristics
results in an overall habitat suitability index of Nil, Low, Moderate, or High.
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The upland habitat at the Site consisted of a mature, mixed forest in a disturbed habitat, with shrub
cover of 34–66%. The overall upland habitat was considered moderate for PWS. The Creek was
described as less than 5m in bankfull width, less than 2m in bankfull depth, and less than 45
degrees in slope. The channel was considered modified, as evidence of concrete weirs and channel
alignment was present. The stream suitability for PWS was considered moderate. Overall habitat
suitability for Pacific water shrew at the Site was evaluated as moderate.
A detailed PWS micro-habitat survey was carried out in November 2020, with the results presented
in PGL’s November 2020 Pacific Water Shrew and Coastal Tailed Frog Microhabitat Survey
(Appendix 5).

2.0

PROPOSED CONDITIONS (POST-CONSTRUCTION)

This section presents information on the proposed (post-construction) instream, riparian, and
terrestrial habitat conditions at the Site.

2.1

Instream Habitat

We expect that instream habitat conditions post-construction will be much the same as existing
(pre-construction) conditions, except for water temperature. Additional riparian planting proposed
for the project will increase canopy cover and help regulate fluctuations in water temperature. The
Creek channel type will remain riffle-pool, and we do not expect substrate composition to change.

2.2

Riparian Habitat

Riparian habitat at the Site will undergo a significant change as a result of the implementation of
an IPMP and Riparian Restoration/Native Planting Plan. The result of these plans, along with a
five-year vegetation success monitoring program, will be a robust, healthy riparian ecosystem.
PGL can confirm that the SPEA habitat quantity and quality will not be impacted by the construction
of two playgrounds on the Site, as they are not located within the SPEA (Appendices 1 and 2).
As the project is adhering to current City requirements for the SPEA (15m) with no encroachment
into the SPEA, a habitat balance sheet and offsite compensation are not required.

2.3

Terrestrial Habitat

Terrestrial habitat value at the Site will be improved as a result of native plants, shrubs, and trees
being incorporated into the landscape plan for the Site.

2.4

Invasive Plants

Implementation of the IPMP will result in native plant, shrub, and tree species establishment
throughout the riparian and upland/terrestrial areas.

2.5

Wildlife

The Riparian Restoration/Native Planting Plan will result in significant habitat enhancement for all
species of amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals using the Site. In addition, habitat restoration
initiatives focused specifically on PWS and CTF will be incorporated into the Riparian
Restoration/Native Planting Plan. For PWS, these include:
•
•
•
•

Encouraging dense understorey vegetation, including native ferns, shrubs, and low-lying forbs;
Encouraging growth of a mixed or conifer forest to maturity;
Placing abundant coarse woody debris;
Maintaining connectivity corridors to other habitat areas to prevent isolating populations;
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Providing safe crossing locations where barriers exist between habitats, such as using bridges
or open-bottomed culverts;
Protecting riparian habitat from encroachment;
Using fencing to limit access by cats and dogs; and
Controlling and managing invasive plant infestations.

The Riparian Restoration/Native Planting Plan habitat restoration initiatives will adhere to best
management practices (BMPs) provided in the Best Management Practices Guidelines for Pacific
Water Shrew in Urban and Rural Areas.
For CTF, specific habitat restoration initiatives include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintaining BMPs as described above for PWS;
Maintaining clean, stable cobble/boulder and gravel substrates;
Avoiding inputs of sediment to the watercourse;
Prohibiting pesticide or chemical use within the riparian habitat area (with the exception of
stem-injected control of Japanese knotweed);
Maintaining wildlife trees;
Maintaining pockets and step-pools within the watercourse;
Increasing instream cover;
Increasing streamside vegetative cover; and
Maintaining water quality and water quantity.

The Riparian Restoration/Native Planting Plan habitat restoration initiatives will adhere to BMPs
provided in the Management Plan for Coastal Tailed Frog (Ascaphus truei) in BC.
Both PWS and CTF are susceptible to changes in instream environment due to stormwater
management. Changes in water levels, pollution, and sediment can negatively impact both species.
Stormwater inputs to the Creek will meet Integrated Stormwater Management principles.
Furthermore, stormwater will be cleaned and returned to ground at or near the site of production,
and detention facilities will be minimized, be offline from the Creek, and not be placed near habitat
for these species.

3.0

MITIGATION MEASURES/CONSTRUCTION ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT PLAN

Prior to construction, PGL will prepare a CEMP for the project, the objectives of which will include:
•

•
•

Informing and directing the actions of the owner and all hired subcontractors in maintaining
vegetation communities, fish habitat, wildlife and wildlife habitat, scheduling works, and
generally upholding pertinent municipal, provincial, and federal guidelines that protect the
environmental features of the Site;
Defining the role of the Environmental Monitor (EM) in ensuring environmentally responsible
construction practices during all phases of the development, the mechanisms to achieve that
goal, and methods the EM uses to perform and report monitoring efforts; and
Defining the Environmental Construction Specifications that must be followed during
construction of all works.

The CEMP will be used as the primary management plan for all construction at the Site for the
proposed works. As construction proceeds, the CEMP may need to be updated to address specific
issues that arise, including updating contacts and environmental specifications.
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The CEMP will include specific management plans and detailed mitigation measures to be followed
during and post-construction, including:

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.0

Management Plan for Project Scheduling and Timing;
Wildlife Management Plan;
General Wildlife Measures:
 Measure for Wildlife Awareness;
 Measures to Protect Migratory Bird Species;
 Measures to Protect Raptor Species, including Bald Eagles; and
 Discovery Protocol for Species at Risk.
Site Runoff, Sediment, and Erosion Control;
Management Plan for Fuel, Materials Storage and Concrete Use;
Management Plan for Suspected Contaminated Materials;
Management Plan for Invasive Plant Species;
Management Plan for Reclamation, Revegetation, and Compensation;
Spill Contingency and Response Plan;
Environmental Incident Reporting Plan;
Air Quality and Dust Control Plan; and
Chance Find Procedure.

RIPARIAN RESTORATION/NATIVE PLANTING PLAN

PGL and van der Zalm + Associates will prepare a riparian restoration/native planting plan for the
SPEA that will:
•
•
•

Adhere to BMPs provided in the Management Plan for CTF and PWS (Appendix 5);
Include a modified natural successional approach to revegetation using 100% native tree,
shrub, and fern species; and
Maximize riparian habitat benefits wherever possible.

Note that the riparian restoration/native planting plan will include prescriptions for the SPEA to
avoid future conflicts and requests for tree removal.

5.0

LONG-TERM VEGETATION SUCCESS MONITORING PLAN

PGL will prepare and implement a long-term vegetation success monitoring plan for the riparian
restoration/native planting in the SPEA. This plan will:
•
•
•

6.0

Include a post-implementation inspection to confirm for the City that the riparian
restoration/native planting plan has been completed per the approved designs;
Establish a baseline for comparing subsequent annual observations and assessing success;
and
Begin during the first growing season after construction is completed (e.g., the first summer
after the riparian restoration/native planting implementation).

SUMMARY

Given the commitment of the Site owners to prepare and implement a CEMP, Riparian
Restoration/Native Planting Plan, an IPMP, and long-term vegetation success monitoring plan, it is
our expectation that the project will result in a significant overall net ecological gain from existing
conditions.
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LIMITATIONS

This report is accurate at a high level for reasonably foreseeable conditions. The limitations of the
work are not always obvious, and the best way to understand them is discussion with the authors
in the context of your intended use. This work is a snapshot in time, so any use must consider that
conclusions may change materially because of changes in site condition or regulatory context.
Only the addressee, our client, and their agents may rely on this report for the stated purpose. We
warrant only that the work was done as described and is similar to the work that would be done by
other qualified consultants in this area. Our contract includes limitations on liability related to
professional errors and omissions.

6.0

CLOSING

We trust that this meets your needs. If you have any questions or require clarification, please
contact Bruce Nidle at 604 895-7609.
PGL ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS
Per:

Bruce H. Nidle, B.Sc., R.P.Bio.
Senior Environmental Consultant

Susan P. Wilkins, M.Sc., P.Geo., LEEDAP
Principal

BHN/SPW/mtl/slr/mtl
\\pgl-van-file1\Project Files\5000-5099\5003 - Spring Creek Development\01-01\_Client Docs\Habitat Summary - Oct20\l5003-01-01-Habitat Summary-v3.docx
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Appendix 2: van der Zalm + associates Inc. Proposed Residential Building –
Re-issued for DP (April 16, 2021)
Appendix 3: Arborist Update Report – Spring Creek Development
(PGL November 25, 2020)
Appendix 4: Invasive Plant Management Plan (PGL November 2020)
Appendix 5: Pacific Water Shrew and Coastal Tailed Frog Microhabitat Survey
(PGL November 25, 2020)
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GROUND-LEVEL PLANT SCHEDULE

SYMBOL

DESCRIPTION

TREES

1A

CIP Concrete
Light Broom Finish with sawcuts
Detail 1-2, LD-01

PLANT IMAGES

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME

CONT

SIZE

QTY

Acer griseum / Paperbark maple
Uniform branching, nursery grown, dense tree, 1.5m (5`) std.

B&B

6cm cal.

3

FORT LANGLEY STUDIO MOUNT PLEASANT STUDIO

2

Drip Strip
Detail 4, LD-01

6H

Wood Play Bridge
Detail 7, LD-03

Chamaecyparis nootkatensis / Alaskan Yellow Cedar

B&B

3m ht

4

3A

Shrub Planting
On slab: Detail 8, LD-01
Off slab: Detail 5-7, LD-01

6I

Rubber Safety Tiles
Detail 1, LD-04

Tsuga mertensiana / Mountain Hemlock

B&B

2m ht

10

9

Daycare Fence

SHRUBS
Az

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Azalea x `Kirin` / Kirin Azalea

CONT
#2

SPACING
0,65m

Es

Escallonia x `Pink Princes` / Pink Princess Escallonia
Nursery grown, well established

#3

0,75m

4

Bike Rack
Detail 3, LD-02

Lr

Lonicera nitida `Red Tips` / Red Tips Box Honeysuckle
Nursery grown, well established

#3

0,45m

6A

Fibar Safety Surfacing
Detail 4-6, LD-02

PH

Physocarpos capitatus / Ninebark

#5

1m

6B

Small Wood Play House
Detail 1, LD-03

R

Rosa gymnocarpa / Baldhip rose

#3

1m

Sp

#2

0,75m

6C

Wood Stepping Stump
Detail 2, LD-03

Salix purpurea `Nana` / Dwarf Arctic Willow
Nursery grown, well established

St2

#2

0,75m

6D

Bee Springer
Detail 3, LD-03

Spiraea betulifolia `Tor` / Birchleaf Spirea
Nursery grown, well established

Y

Taxus x media `Hillii` / Yew

1.2m ht.

0,60m

6E

Boulder
Detail 4, LD-03

FERNS
Ap

CONT
#1

SPACING
0,45m

6F

Wood Climbing Structure
Detail 5, LD-03

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Asplenium scolopendrium / Hart`s Tongue Fern
Nursery grown, well established

F

Polystichum munitum / Western Sword Fern

#2

0,75m

6G

Log Bench
Detail 6, LD-03

GRASSES
Ca

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Calamagrostis x acutiflora `Karl Foerster` / Feather Reed Grass
Nursery grown, well established

CONT
#1

SPACING
0,60m

St

Stipa tenacissima / Mexican Feather Grass
Nursery grown, well established

#1

0,45m

Property Line

2.00m

Water feature,
refer to Arch.
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LEVEL 5 MATERIALS / FURNISHINGS

LEVEL 5 PLANT SCHEDULE

SYMBOL

DESCRIPTION

UPPER LEVEL TREES

1B

24 x 24" Hydrapressed Slabs
Colour: Grey
Detail 3, LD-01

2

Drip Strip
Detail 4, LD-01

3A

Shrub Planting
On slab: Detail 8, LD-01
Off slab: Detail 5-7, LD-01

3B

Proposed Tree
On slab: Detail 8, LD-01
Off slab: Detail 1-2, LD-02

8A

Overhead Wood Trellis
Detail 8, LD-04

8B

Harvest Table
Detail 9, LD-04

8C

BBQ Counter and Sink
Detail 1, LD-05

8D

Lounge Furniture

8E

Table and Chairs

PLANT IMAGES

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME

CONT

SIZE

QTY

Amelanchier x grandiflora `Autumn Brilliance` / `Autumn Brilliance` Serviceberry
Uniform branching, nursery grown, dense tree, 1.5m (5`) std.

B&B

5 cm cal.

8

Carpinus betulus `Fastigiata` / `Fastigiata` European Hornbeam
Uniform branching, nursery grown, dense tree

B&B

5 cm cal.

6

Malus `Jewelcole` / Dwarf crabapple tree

B&B

4cm cal.

5

SHRUBS
Es

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Escallonia x `Pink Princes` / Pink Princess Escallonia
Nursery grown, well established

CONT
#3

SPACING
0,75m

Fi

Ficus carica `Brown Turkey` / Common Fig

#5

1,20m

He

Hebe pinguifolia `Sutherlandii` / Pagei Hebe

#2

0,60m

Ro

Rosmarinus officinalis / Rosemary
Nursery grown, well established

#3

0,45m

GRASSES
Ca

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Calamagrostis x acutiflora `Karl Foerster` / Feather Reed Grass
Nursery grown, well established

CONT
#1

SPACING
0,60m

FORT LANGLEY STUDIO MOUNT PLEASANT STUDIO

5

Raised Aluminium Planter
Detail 4, LD-04

6I

Rubber Safety Tiles
Detail 1, LD-04

6J

Large Wood Play House
Detail 2, LD-04

6K

Wood Play Cubes
Detail 3, LD-04

St

Stipa tenacissima / Mexican Feather Grass
Nursery grown, well established

#1

0,45m

7A

Urban Agriculture
1m x 1m Cedar Planter Box
Detail 5, LD-04

GROUNDCOVER
Fr

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Fragaria x ananassa `Totem` / Totem Strawberry

CONT
#1

SPACING
0,45m

7B

Potting Table
Detail 6, LD-04

V

Vaccinium corymbosum `Top Hat` / Dwarf Blueberry
Nursery grown, well established

#1

0,45m

7C

Tool Shed
Detail 7, LD-04

PERENNIALS
Al

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Allium x `Millenium` / Millenium Ornamental Onion

CONT
#1

SPACING
0,45m

Ov

Origanum vulgare / Oregano
Nursery grown, well established

#1

0,30m

VINES
Ak

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Akebia quinata / Chocolate Vine

CONT
#1

SPACING
0,55m

Cl

Clematis armandii / Evergreen Clematis
Stacked, well established

#1

0,50m
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5

ST. JOHNS STREET

Property Line

Concrete raised
planter

Drawing Title:

Private balcony,
refer to Arch.

Drawing #:
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CLARKE STREET

Railing by Arch, typ.

LEVEL 5 MATERIALS / FURNISHINGS

LEVEL 5 PLANT SCHEDULE

SYMBOL

DESCRIPTION

UPPER LEVEL TREES

1B

24 x 24" Hydrapressed Slabs
Colour: Grey
Detail 3, LD-01

Lounge Furniture

8E

Table and Chairs

5 cm cal.

8

Carpinus betulus `Fastigiata` / `Fastigiata` European Hornbeam
Uniform branching, nursery grown, dense tree

B&B

5 cm cal.

6

Malus `Jewelcole` / Dwarf crabapple tree

B&B

4cm cal.

5

SHRUBS
Es

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Escallonia x `Pink Princes` / Pink Princess Escallonia
Nursery grown, well established

CONT
#3

SPACING
0,75m

Fi

Ficus carica `Brown Turkey` / Common Fig

#5

1,20m

He

Hebe pinguifolia `Sutherlandii` / Pagei Hebe

#2

0,60m

Ro

Rosmarinus officinalis / Rosemary
Nursery grown, well established

#3

0,45m

GRASSES
Ca

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Calamagrostis x acutiflora `Karl Foerster` / Feather Reed Grass
Nursery grown, well established

CONT
#1

SPACING
0,60m

FORT LANGLEY STUDIO MOUNT PLEASANT STUDIO

5

Raised Aluminium Planter
Detail 4, LD-04

6I

Rubber Safety Tiles
Detail 1, LD-04

6J

Large Wood Play House
Detail 2, LD-04

6K

Wood Play Cubes
Detail 3, LD-04

St

Stipa tenacissima / Mexican Feather Grass
Nursery grown, well established

#1

0,45m

7A

Urban Agriculture
1m x 1m Cedar Planter Box
Detail 5, LD-04

GROUNDCOVER
Fr

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Fragaria x ananassa `Totem` / Totem Strawberry

CONT
#1

SPACING
0,45m

7B

Potting Table
Detail 6, LD-04

V

Vaccinium corymbosum `Top Hat` / Dwarf Blueberry
Nursery grown, well established

#1

0,45m

7C

Tool Shed
Detail 7, LD-04

PERENNIALS
Al

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Allium x `Millenium` / Millenium Ornamental Onion

CONT
#1

SPACING
0,45m

Ov

Origanum vulgare / Oregano
Nursery grown, well established

#1

0,30m

VINES
Ak

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME
Akebia quinata / Chocolate Vine

CONT
#1

SPACING
0,55m

Cl

Clematis armandii / Evergreen Clematis
Stacked, well established

#1

0,50m

Property Line
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Railing by Arch, typ.

8E

1B
6I

ST. JOHNS STREET

Property Line

CLARKE STREET

Private balcony,
refer to Arch.

3B

5

6K
6J

8D
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NORTH

8D

B&B

LEVEL 5 ROOF PLAN

Proposed Tree
On slab: Detail 8, LD-01
Off slab: Detail 1-2, LD-02

BBQ Counter and Sink
Detail 1, LD-05

Amelanchier x grandiflora `Autumn Brilliance` / `Autumn Brilliance` Serviceberry
Uniform branching, nursery grown, dense tree, 1.5m (5`) std.
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7B
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Proposed Residential Building for
Marzara Venture Ltd.
Location:

7A
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L-03

Shrub Planting
On slab: Detail 8, LD-01
Off slab: Detail 5-7, LD-01

Harvest Table
Detail 9, LD-04

SIZE

Drawing Title:

3A

8B

CONT

VDZ Project #:

Drip Strip
Detail 4, LD-01

Overhead Wood Trellis
Detail 8, LD-04

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME

Drawing #:

2

8A

PLANT IMAGES

ROOF-LEVEL MATERIALS / FURNISHINGS

ROOF-LEVEL PLANT SCHEDULE

SYMBOL

UPPER LEVEL TREES

2

DESCRIPTION
24 x 24" Hydrapressed Slabs
Colour: Grey
Detail 3, LD-01

5

Proposed Tree
On slab: Detail 8, LD-01
Off slab: Detail 1-2, LD-02

9

Raised Aluminium Planter
Detail 4, LD-04

10A

Urban Agriculture
1m x 1m Cedar Planter Box
Detail 5, LD-04

10B

Potting Table
Detail 6, LD-04

11A

Overhead Wood Trellis
Detail 8, LD-04

12

Extensive Green Roof Sedum Trays
Detail 2, LD-05

BOTANICAL / COMMON NAME

CONT

QTY

Malus `Jewelcole` / Dwarf crabapple tree

#10 pot

2

FORT LANGLEY STUDIO MOUNT PLEASANT STUDIO
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1B
6J

8C

7C
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Proposed Residential Building for
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6K

Re-Issued for DP

NORTH

8D

DY

LEVEL 6 ROOF PLAN

7A

7

Drawing Title:

8A

5

ST. JOHNS STREET

Property Line

CLARKE STREET

Property Line

1/4 depth

Slope away from sidewalk

125mm concrete slab
install as per specifications typ
6 gauge 4'x4' wire mesh
chaired in center of slab

125

20mm rounded edge typ

Sawcut control joint 1/4 depth of slab

Light broom finish with minimum 1%
cross slope with troweled edge

100mm min of 95% MPD compacted
aggregate base course under
concrete slab typ

125mm concrete slab
install as per specifications typ

CONTROL JOINT
1/4" radius at expansion joint edges

125

125
100

100mm min of 95% MPD compacted
aggregate base course under
concrete slab typ

120 x 120 pressure treated timbers, fixed with
galvanised stakes as shown
122

300

Topsoil and mulch (As per specification)

Water proof membrane by
Architect
Continuous
aluminum ledge

Prepared Subsoil (Free draining).

100mm concrete slab
install as per specifications typ

40mm crushed gravel (No fines),
compact to 95% MPD.

Compacted sub grade 95% MPD

COLD JOINT

2

CONCRETE JOINTING

SECTION
NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Structural slab by others

All components as specified or approved alternate.
Contractor to provide cut sheets of all components for Landscape Architect approval.
Blackjack Screwjack or OneStep system depending on depth to slab.
Aluminum ledge to be secured to wall/curb with concrete screws.

3

Scale 1:10

150mm W x 100mm D
concrete edge or wall
Landscape area

HYDRAPRESSED SLABS
Scale 1:10

4

BUILDING DRIP STRIP OFF-SLAB
Scale 1:20

Maintain saucer on lower
sides of plant to retain water

Do not trim leader

Top of root ball
level with finished grade

Min. 2% Slope
to Edge

Prune plant to remove dead
or broken branches

Plant spacing as per plan

Decomposed Bark Mulch
75mm min
Prune plant to remove dead
or broken branches

Plant material installation @ 50mm
higher than surroundings to facilitate
mulch installation

SQ series nozzle, size and pattern as
shown on plan.

Original grade of slope

100mm pop up sprinkler head. RainBird
1804

Decomposed Bark Mulch
75mm min
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LANDSCAPE DETAILS

100mm min of 95% MPD compacted
aggregate base course under
concrete slab typ

25mm round river rock

Drawing Title:

125

2nd Pour

25mm Dia. Smooth Dowel Unit
300mm Long
600mm O.C. Cap One End

6 gauge 4'x4' wire mesh
chaired in center of slab

Scale 1:10

Blackjack pedestals see note 3.
Hydrapressed slab
Promenade deck drain with
perforated stainless steel
extension
Nilex WD-15 drain mat, or as
specified by Architect

100

1st Pour

Compacted sub grade 95% MPD

CONCRETE PATHWAY

Unit Paver Details:
Type: Name
Size: Lmm X Wmm X 80mm min.
Colours: Xxx
Manufacturer: Company
website
Contact Name
Contact Phone

Compacted sub grade 95% MPD

EXPANSION/ISOLATION JOINT

100mm min of 95% MPD compacted
aggregate base course under concrete
slab typ

1

Protection board & membrane. Refer to Architects
detail

PLAN
Scale: 1:__

50

Asphalt impregnated fibreboard
with rip strip. To be Caulked and Sealed
125mm concrete slab
install as per specifications typ
Building,structure or vertical surface
6 gauge 4'x4' wire mesh
chaired in center of slab

Notes:
1. Contractor to provide expansion joints where concrete meets all vertical structures.
2. Horizontal scorelines at 1500mm o.c. both ways unless shown otherwise. Refer to
plans.
3. Center scoreline on 150mm smooth finish or to match existing concrete pathway.
4. All components as specified or approved alternate.
5. Concrete to slope to drain.
6. Expansion joint every 3000mm o.c. both ways.
7. Contractor to contact Landscape Architect for scoreline approval prior to cutting.

Building wall. Refer to Architects detail

Compacted sub grade 95% MPD

1.0% Min.

6 gauge 4" x 4" wire mesh chaired and
centered in slab. Consultant to inspect
mesh and form work prior to pouring.

100-9181 Church St 102-355 Kingsway
Fort Langley, BC Vancouver, BC
V1M 2R8 V5T 3J7
www.vdz.ca
604-882-0024

150

Asphalt impregnated fiberboard
along any vertical surface to be installed
below top of concrete pathway with
removable plastic mould strip. Resulting
joint to be sealed with gray joint
filler/sealer.

FORT LANGLEY STUDIO MOUNT PLEASANT STUDIO

Planter lateral inside steel sleeve
No.

By:

450

Proposed Residential Building for
Marzara Venture Ltd.

Plaza planter pot, refer to detail.
Filter fabric wrapped around inside of pot

Location:

89mm x 89mm PT boards around base
perimeter of planter

Podium paving per plan

Drawn:

Drain line to tie into roof deck drainage

MdS

Drain mat

NOTES:
1. Remove all string, twine, pots, tags from plant.
2. All soil, mulch and plant material to meet latest Canadian Landscape
Standard.
3. Topsoil sauces diameter to be 1.5X diameter of plant container.
4. O.C. spacing per planting plan.

Water proofing, by others
Structural slab, refer to Architects
drawings
Cut out sleeve in base of planter
for irrigation connection
Lateral Tee vertical connection to be
threaded for easy replacement on
case of vandalism.

5

SHRUB PLANTING OFF-SLAB
Scale 1:25

6

SHRUB PLANTING ON SLOPE OFF-SLAB
Scale 1:25

Stamp:

7

GROUNDCOVER PLANTING OFF-SLAB
Scale 1:10

8

TREE AND SHRUB PLANTING ON-SLAB
Scale 1:20
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LD-01

NOTES:
1. Remove all string, twine, pots, tags from plant.
2. All soil, mulch and plant material to meet latest Canadian Landscape
Standard.
3. Topsoil sauces diameter to be 1.5X diameter of plant container.
4. O.C. spacing per planting plan.

WADE 3200-PA planter area drain

Existing subsoil

Drawing #:

450mm deep Gently Compacted Topsoil
Mixture to Canadian Landscape Standard:
"Well Groomed" soil
Compacted sub base

2101 Clarke Street
Port Moody, B.C.

150mm depth pea gravel

DP2017-21

Project:

Planting soil

450mm deep Gently Compacted Topsoil
Mixture to Canadian Landscape Standard:
"Well Groomed" soil
Compacted sub base

Date

REVISIONS TABLE FOR SHEET

50mm decomposed bark mulch

Prepared planting soil
150mm min.

Description

VDZ Project #:

Root anchor strap. Wrap 2 ways around
root ball. Do not wrap trunk

50mm decomposed bark mulch

450
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Manufactured swing joint

Do not trim leader

Do not damage or cut leader

50mm wide woven nylon
binding
attached to stake with
shingle nails
2 x Pressure treated round
wood stakes
50 mm - 75mm in diameter
2m in length
Crown of root ball
shall bear same relation to
finished grade as it did to

20mm clear crushed gravel,
compact to 95% MPD.

Minimum of (150mm)
on all sides of root ball

Notes:
1. Do not damage main roots or destroy root ball when installing tree stake.
2. Water thoroughly after installation
3. Remove tree rings and stakes two years after installations
4. Provide drainage for planting pit in impermeable soil

2

CONIFEROUS TREE

3

Scale 1:25

BIKE RACK

4

NTS

450

Cedar logs to be cut and tight fit no gaps over 1" on surface of
bench
Minimum 100mm height difference
between logs
Cedar round logs, smooth finish.
top of uprights to be routed to
10mm radius
Fasten grouped logs together

300~500

Ø6mm wood screws
into log base @ 300mm o.c.
100

300

100

150mm Aggregate Base
19mm Minus Compacted to 95% MPD
(2)10M Rebar 600mm Length
Staked through centre @ 1M O.C.

Min 300

Planed Cedar Log Edge
Detail 3, LD-04

Notes:
1. All hardware to be hot dipped galvanized.
2. Logs to be stained with Sikkens Cetol SRD - Colour 077-Cedar or
approved equal. End sealer to be used on all areas below grade. Apply
as per manufacturers specifications.
3. Size of log uprights as per plan (min. 300mm diameter)
4. All branches and trunk splits to be cut flush, routed and sealed. Bark
to remain intact.

Front View

Subgrade compacted to
95% MPD
1 x 6 Plastic Board fastened with 5" spiral nails

Notes:
1. Ø300mm milled cedar round logs to be imported to site for all stepping
stumps east and west of hill slide.
2. Apply end sealer to below grade end cuts. Stain logs all around with
Sikkens Cetol SRE RE, colour: natural, and apply end sealer to below grade
end cuts prior to installation.
3. Size of log uprights as per plan.
4. Pre-drill holes in plastic boards prior to nailing.

6

FIBAR - CEDAR LOG EDGE
Scale 1:25
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Project:
Proposed Residential Building for
Marzara Venture Ltd.

Fibar Play Area

100mm aggregate base all
around (19mm minus "road
mulch) compacted to 95% MPD

450

Compacted Subbase
19mm Minus Compacted to 95% MPD

7

Finished grade
Adjacent surface

100
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Fibar
300mm Depth

Pressure Treated Support
6x6 (1) to support log

Scale 1:10

Scale 1:10

Planed cedar log edge
Filter Fabric

5

FIBAR - TIMBER EDGE

Filter fabric

Planed Cedar (top and bottom)
Stripped and sanded smooth
~750mm Diameter or Greater

FIBAR - PLANED CEDAR EDGE

100mm Perforated Pipe
See Civil for Connection

LANDSCAPE DETAILS

Scarify pit bottom
minimum of (150mm)

Pea gravel to surround
perforated pipe.

Location:

2101 Clarke Street
Port Moody, B.C.

Side View

Drawn:

Stamp:

MdS

DP2017-21

Scale 1:25

Manufacturer: Reliance Foundry
(or approved equal)
Model: R-8238-SS Bike Rack
Material: Stainless Steel

Checked:
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LD-02

DECIDUOUS TREE

50

150mm

Stakes to not penetrate root ball.
Stakes to penetrate native soil by
300mm

2%

Drawing Title:

1

50
300

Compacted top soil with
pedestal
to bclna standard: "well
groomed" soil

Pedestal

Notes:
1. Sacking/burlap to be loosened and dropped to the bottom of the planting
hole. all string, twine, etc.to be removed.
2. All wire baskets shall have the top 1/3 of the wire removed prior to
planting.
3. All trees shall be single stem

Fibar
Play Area
2%

B&B root ball

300mm minimum of topsoil around
root ball compacted to 85% MPD

300
MIN
ROOT BALL

Landscape Fabric - Typ.

Cut & remove top 31 of burlap
from root ball

50mm deep saucer formed in topsoil
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Appendix 3
Arborist Update Report – Spring Creek Development
(PGL November 25, 2020)

November 25, 2020
PGL File: 5003-01.01
Via E-mail:

marco@lostudioarchitecture.com

Marzara Venture Ltd.
c/o LO STUDIO Architecture Inc.
#205 – 3751 Jacombs Road
Richmond, BC
V6V 2R4
Attention:

RE:

Marco Ciriello
Principal, Project Manager

ARBORIST REPORT UPDATE – SPRING CREEK DEVELOPMENT,
PORT MOODY, BC

PGL Environmental Consultants (PGL) is pleased to provide this update to our previously issued
arborist report for the Spring Creek Development project in Port Moody, BC (the Project). The report
has been updated to include more current descriptions of tree resources onsite, and to provide
comments related to windthrow risks.

1.0

BACKGROUND

We understand that you are currently applying for rezoning and subdivision approvals with the City
of Port Moody (the City) in order to facilitate redevelopment of the property located at 2101 Clarke
Street, Port Moody, BC (the Site). As part of your approval application, the City has requested that
an arborist report and windthrow assessment be included.
The City’s Tree Protection Bylaw (No. 2961) prohibits the cutting or removal of any tree larger than
10cm diameter at breast height (dbh – measured at 1.4m above the grade) without a City-issued
permit, and requires that all retained trees be protected for the duration of all works and services
associated with the proposed development project.
The following report is intended to provide information required by the City to satisfy Section 6 of
the bylaw. This report includes:
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A letter of intent summarizing current conditions and proposed changes, as well as anticipated
key milestone dates (e.g., start of construction, tree clearing, replanting/restoration);
A survey (Appendix A) prepared by a BC land surveyor (BCLS) showing all bylaw-applicable
trees (i.e., measuring ≥10.0cm diameter at 1.4m above grade);
A description of tree characteristics, including species, condition, height, and diameter of all
bylaw-applicable trees;
An overview, Level 1: Limited Visual Assessment1 of existing trees;
An assessment of windthrow risks;
A Tree Removal and Protection Plan identifying all Tree Retention Areas, Streamside
Protection and Enhancement Areas (SPEAs), and Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESAs),

Dunster, Julian A., E. Thomas Smiley, Nelda Matheny, and Sharon Lilly. 2013. Tree Risk Assessment Manual.
Champaign, Illinois, International Society of Arboriculture.
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Significant Trees, or Wildlife Trees, and includes recommended construction specifications to
protect retained trees; and
Concepts to be included in a future detailed habitat restoration plan, which will include
guidelines to incorporate all necessary tree replacements (i.e., Tree Replanting Plan), as per
the Tree Protection Bylaw.

Study Area

The property is a 0.34ha previously developed/disturbed site located on the southeast corner of
Barnet Highway and Clarke Street in Port Moody, BC (Figure 1). The Site was previously occupied
by a single-family home, and consists primarily of asphalt, gravel, and considerable populations of
invasive vegetation. South Schoolhouse Creek (the Creek) and its riparian area border the eastern
edge of the property. The rest of the Site is bound by civic streets – Clarke Street to the north,
Barnet Highway to the west, and Saint Johns Street to the south.
The Site in its entirety defines the Study Area for this tree inventory and assessment. In addition to
this, the Study Area includes trees immediately adjacent to the property limits (i.e., within 5m of the
property lines), as well as all trees ≥10cm dbh up to the western edge of the Creek.

2.0

METHODOLOGY

PGL’s International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) Certified Arborist completed a tree inventory of
the Study Area. The inventory was completed over the course of two days (October 31 and
November 2, 2017). The Site was revisited on October 28, 2020 to review tree resources and
assess windthrow risks.
During the initial 2017 inventory, numerical tags were installed on all bylaw-sized trees, unless
otherwise indicated. Waypoints were recorded using a handheld Garmen GPS unit. At best, the
error associated with the GPS data ranged between +/-3.0, but in most cases, were greater than
that depending on cloud and forest cover. The GPS data was provided to the Project’s BCLS team,
who were able to coordinate the recorded waypoints with previously surveyed tree locations and
fill in gaps with additional onsite survey efforts.
For each of the trees inventoried, species, dbh, and approximate height were recorded, as well as
comments regarding the general vigor and condition of the tree. Photographs were also taken for
select trees and conditions.
A modified Level 1: Limited Visual Assessment was conducted for the Survey Area in 2017 and
again in 2020 to identify significant defects or other conditions of concern with the existing tree
resources (e.g., trees with abnormal leans or growth patterns, obvious/significant wounds or
deformities, standing dead trees, or trees in significant decline). The objective of this assessment
was to identify obvious conditions that may pose a risk to human health or property on or adjacent
to the Site, which should be mitigated in the short-term (i.e., prior to future development works and
services). This includes individuals and construction equipment that may be involved in Site
preparation activities.
This Level 1 risk assessment is a high-level assessment and cannot be considered a thorough
assessment of risk. The assessment considers a timeframe of two years and is based on conditions
at the time of assessment. It is understood that at the end of that timeframe and/or after initial Site
clearing, the proponent will conduct a more detailed risk assessment (i.e., Level 2: Basic
Assessment) of trees intended to be retained. In addition to this, an additional detailed tree risk
assessment is to be conducted upon completion of the development and final landscaping, as per
the City’s bylaw requirements.
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The validity of the assessment completed for this report is limited in its methods, as well as due to
the anticipated changing conditions in and around the Site. Efforts were made to assess trees
based on our understanding of current circumstances and anticipated land uses. However, the
planned redevelopment of the Site will alter conditions and potential targets, which will change
relative tree risks.
Additional limitations to the assessment include, but are not limited to:
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Consideration of only known, current targets and visible tree conditions;
Assessment of only 76 trees, as documented by the Arborist and summarized in Table 1;
Assessment of the condition of the trees and Site at the time of inspection;
Assessment being restricted to a Level 1: Limited Visual Assessment with additional, general
observations recorded during inventory measurements;
Completion of the assessment from the ground only (no soil tests or below-grade root
examinations were performed, nor were aerial inspections);
Impediment of visual inspections in some trees due to dense understory growth, including
thickets of Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus), mats of English ivy (Hedera helix), and
other understorey plant communities;
Impediment of visual inspection of trunks, crowns, and branches in some cases where
significant growth of English ivy extended up and into the trees;
Acknowledgment that the timeframe for risk categorization is not to be considered a guaranteed
period; and
Acknowledgement that any tree, whether it has visible weaknesses or not, will fail if the forces
applied exceed the strength of the tree or its parts.

Tree Protection Plan

Based on in-field observations and the BCLS survey data (Appendix A), a Tree Removal and
Protection Plan was prepared for the Study Area (Figure 2). The Tree Removal and Protection Plan
identifies trees recommended for removal and those proposed for retention during the initial stage
of Site preparation works (i.e., clearing, grubbing and grading).
In addition to the tree locations, the plan shows a defined Critical Root Zone (CRZ) for each tree
tagged. The CRZ was calculated based on standard practice implemented in several jurisdictions
throughout the Lower Mainland (e.g., City of Vancouver, City of Surrey). The CRZ is derived by
dividing the field-recorded dbh by a factor of 16.6. For trees with multiple stems, the CRZ is
calculated using the largest stem. Where possible, the CRZ should be considered the minimum
portion or extent of a tree’s root system that is required to maintain the health and stability of a tree.
The calculated CRZs for inventoried trees are listed in Table 1 and are spatially depicted in
Figure 2.
For this project, the CRZ was used in conjunction with existing Site conditions to determine the tree
protection area and define the location of the prescribed tree protection fencing. Wherever possible,
the protection fencing is positioned at the outer limit of the CRZ. However, where the CRZ overlaps
with the existing roadways, sidewalks, other paved/hardscaped areas, or the Creek, the protection
fencing is limited to the edge of these features.
The tree retention area within the protection fencing must be considered a “no-go” zone and have
appropriate signage indicating as much. If unavoidable, any proposed work that may encroach
within a tree retention area will require additional mitigation measures and must only be done after
consultation with the project arborist, and under onsite monitoring.
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SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Most of the 76 trees inventoried in the Study Area were associated with the South Schoolhouse
Creek’s Streamside Protection and Enhancement Area (SPEA). Fewer trees were present around
the outer perimeters of the north, east, and south sides of the property (i.e., boulevard trees).
Several open-grown trees occurred in the northern portion of the lot, which presumably would have
been the backyard to the previous dwelling that was present onsite.
By and large, the composition of tree species was dominated by native trees, including black
cottonwood (Populous balsamifera) and red alder (Alnus rubra), with lesser amounts of western
redcedar (Thuja plicata), bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), and bitter cherry (Prunus
emarginata). Non-native trees species were almost entirely limited to the boulevard trees occurring
adjacent to the Site. Notable non-native species included sweet gum (Liquidambar styraciflua),
purple-leaved plum (Prunus cerasifera), and red maple (Acer reubrum).
Two of the purple-leaved plum trees occurring in the boulevard are in significant decline
(Trees #308 and 317). In addition to this, a stump of a previously removed purple-leaved plum was
evident adjacent to Tree #317, suggesting that this species is not performing well in this particular
location. These trees require removal and replacement.
As noted, most trees occurring onsite are native species. Furthermore, these species are
dominated by fast-growing, early successional species such as red alder and black cottonwood.
For the most part, the trees were of normal vigor and condition, and exhibited typical species
characteristics. Due to their nature, these species are not ideal candidates for retention at the
urban-rural interface, as they are typically short-lived, have poor branch formation and stability, and
can fail or partially fail for no apparent reason. For this reason, these trees will require diligent
monitoring and frequent re-assessment as the proposed project evolves.
Early successional tree species do, however, provide significant value to natural forest ecosystems;
riparian forests in particular (i.e., within the SPEA). They play an essential role in the natural
successional process contributing to forest soil establishment and creating ideal growing conditions
for later successional species (i.e., conifers). As such, retention of early successional tree species
within the SPEA is imperative to the success of the planned riparian restoration. However, this
cannot be achieved without frequent assessment and active management strategies to reasonably
mitigate associated tree risks.
A cluster of young, intermediate western redcedar trees occur in the southern portion of the SPEA.
These trees appeared to be in good condition with good vigor. However, they are surrounded by a
mat of English ivy dominating the forest floor and extending up into the canopies of these trees.
These trees provide considerable long-term value to the SPEA, and diligent invasive plant
management is required to maintain their viability.
Several mature black cottonwood trees (Trees #360, 370, and 371) occurred well within the SPEA.
Some of these had been previously topped, presumably as a form of risk management. However,
this approach is not an ideal strategy to mitigate risks with this species over the long term.
Cottonwood trees typically sucker out from top-cuts, creating a cluster of new leaders and forming
a weak branch union at this location. This is what has happened with the above-noted trees. As
such, a more detailed risk assessment (i.e., Level 2: Basic Assessment) is recommended for these
trees, as well as Tree #372, which is a large black cottonwood within the SPEA that has not been
topped.
Several trees, specifically within the SPEA, had notable occurrences of English ivy around the base
and within the canopies of the trees. Ivy vines can gradually smother and choke/girdle trees if left
unchecked. Management efforts are required to reduce this potential risk to retained trees.
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Windthrow Assessment

A review of published wind rose data for the Port Moody area2 suggests that most wind exposure
experienced near the Site is from due south to north (Figure A). Additional frequent wind events
occur from the south-southwest to north-northeast direction, as well as from the north-northeast to
the south-southwest. The orientation of the South Schoolhouse Creek SPEA, where all of the
retained trees will occur, is positioned in a north-south trajectory. This would suggest that the
leading edge of the SPEA in the south end of the Site would be subjected to the most frequent and
stronger wind exposure events. Trees in the north end of the SPEA would also be subjected to
some stronger wind events, but less frequently.

Figure A: Wind Rose for Port Moody, BC (metoblue, 2020)
Trees in the south end are characterized by a mix of younger deciduous and coniferous trees.
Deciduous trees tend to be more windfirm than conifers, in that they are typically in a leafless
condition during the time of year when stronger wind events occur (i.e., winter).3 In addition to this,
the coniferous trees in the south end of the SPEA are primarily characterized by a cluster of
younger, intermediate western redcedars that have likely grown up windfirm.
The large mature cottonwoods in the north end of the SPEA are subjected to wind events from the
north. Their canopies extend above the average height of the rest of the SPEA forest, and are
subjected to wind events from the south as well. Given their age, these trees have likely grown up
windfirm being subjected to the typical wind patterns as they’ve matured. Their deciduous nature
also contributes to their windfirmness, and there was no evidence of ground disturbance or soil
saturation in the field. Given the historical top-cut management applications and the nature of black

https://www.meteoblue.com/en/weather/historyclimate/climatemodelled/port-moody_canada_6111962 (Accessed
November 24, 2020)
3
Stathers, R.J., T.P. Rollerson, and S.J. Mitchell. Windthrow handbook for British Columbia forests.
B.C. Min. For., Victoria, B.C. Working Paper 9401.
2
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cottonwood species (i.e., poor branch unions), the more likely risk associated with these trees is of
individual branch failure versus complete tree failure.
Given the above, we do not believe windthrow risks are high for trees occurring in the onsite SPEA.

3.2

Summary of Recommendations

Based on the tree inventory, our Level 1: Limited Visual Assessment, and our understanding of the
proposed development, a total of 27 trees are recommended for removal. Of these, four are
recommended to be converted to a wildlife stem. The remaining 48 trees are currently
recommended for retention as-is. However, we also recommend that a more detailed tree risk
assessment (i.e., Level 2: Basic Assessment) be conducted upon completion of the initial site
preparation works (e.g., clearing, grubbing, and grading) and once the Project designs are
confirmed to be acceptable with the City. This assessment will build on the arboriculture work
completed to date, confirm suitable candidates for retention over the course of Site redevelopment,
and further influence SPEA restoration initiatives.
Additional recommendations include:
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Implementation of all protection measures, as outlined in the attached Tree Removal and
Protection Plan (Figure 2);
Inclusion of ivy removal from retained trees in the forthcoming Project-specific invasive plant
management plan;
Assurance that any and all restoration efforts (e.g., invasive plant removal/treatment, planting)
within the CRZs of retained trees inside the SPEA will use low-impact methods to minimize
impacts to retained trees;
Assurance that very little to no topsoil/growing medium required for the SPEA restoration efforts
will be placed within the CRZ of retained trees; and
Preparation of a SPEA restoration plan that will include all required tree replacements, as per
the guidelines noted in Section 3.3 of this report.

Proposed Tree Replacement Guidelines

As per the City’s Tree Protection Bylaw, for each tree removed, two replacement trees are required.
Each replacement tree must be a minimum height of 1.5m if coniferous, and a minimum base
diameter of 7cm if deciduous.
As noted, a total of 27 trees have been recommended for removal; four of which are recommended
to be converted to a wildlife stem. We anticipate that all 27 of these trees will require replacement
trees at the standard 2:1 ratio, as per the bylaw.
Based on the above, a total of 54 replacement trees are required on or adjacent to the Site. The
bylaw also recommends that the replacement trees be of the same species as the trees being
removed unless otherwise authorized by the City’s General Manager. As noted, most trees
inventoried were early successional species not particularly suitable for retention at an urban-rural
interface. Therefore, it is our recommendation that different species be used as replacement trees
in and around the development.
It is our understanding that 35 trees have been included in the onsite landscape plans. Based on
this understanding and assuming all 35 trees are accepted by the City’s General Manager as
suitable replacement trees, then 19 are still required. We recommend that the remaining
replacement trees be located within the SPEA and be a native coniferous species. This approach
would provide a successional assist to the riparian ecosystem, helping to move the ecology beyond
the early woody species composition to a more stable and long-term coniferous riparian forest.
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Given our understanding of the project and anticipated approach for SPEA restoration, we are
confident that the number of trees planted onsite and throughout the SPEA will more than
adequately compensate for the proposed tree removals. Detailed SPEA restoration plans are
pending and will be submitted to the City for review and approval at a later date.

4.0

UNDERTAKING OF ARBORICULTURE MONITORING

The proponent will install tree protection fencing around the retained trees, as shown on
Figure 2. The fencing will be constructed to the specifications provided in Figure 2 and outlined in
the City’s bylaw, and will be installed prior to the start of any other Site preparation works.
It is our understanding that PGL’s arborist will remain engaged in the Project and be retained by
the proponent to provide the necessary monitoring services during the Project works and services.
As such, the fencing will be inspected by PGL’s arborist once installed and before construction
works and services begin.
In addition to this, several onsite inspections will be completed during the development works and
services, as part of the overall Environmental Monitoring program for the Project. Summary
monitoring reports and photo documentation will be prepared for each Site visit. A copy of these
reports will be submitted to both the proponent and the City.

5.0

LIMITATIONS

PGL prepared this report for our client and its agents exclusively. PGL accepts no responsibility for
any damages that may be suffered by third parties as a result of decisions or actions based on this
report.
The findings and conclusions are Site-specific and were developed in a manner consistent with
acceptable arboriculture techniques. Except where indicated in this report, none of the trees
examined were dissected, cored, probed or climbed, and detailed root/crown examinations were
not completed. While reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the trees recommended
for retention and/or deemed low risk are healthy, no guarantees are offered, or implied that these
trees (all or in part) will remain standing within the defined timeframe.
In accordance with standard practice, the assessment presented in this report is valid only at the
time it was undertaken. Trees that have been recorded as safe must be reassessed if an intervening
winter or major disturbance event has occurred, and once development plans have been developed
for the Site/prior to development construction commences.
Approval and implementation of any recommendations made within this report is the responsibility
of the owner of the trees, and in no way implies any inspection or supervisory role on the part of
PGL, unless we have specifically been requested to examine said implementation activities, and
have been able to do so.
Sketches, figures, diagrams and photographs contained in this report, being intended as visual
aids, should not be construed as engineering reports or legal surveys. If a tree prescribed for
removal is not situated wholly on the owner’s property, then permission from the additional owner(s)
must be obtained before implementation.
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CLOSING

We trust that this meets your needs. If you have any questions or require clarification, please
contact Keven Goodearle at 604-895-7646.
PGL ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS
Per:

Keven Goodearle, B.Sc., R.P.Bio.
Senior Environmental Consultant
ISA Certified Arborist and Tree Risk Assessor

Bruce H. Nidle, B.Sc., R.P.Bio.
Senior Environmental Consultant

Susan P. Wilkins, M.Sc., P.Geo., LEEDAP
Principal
KMG/BHN/SPW/mtl
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Attachments:

Table 1 – Tree Inventory Summary
Figure 1 – Site Location
Figure 2 – Tree Removal and Protection Plan
Appendix A – BCLS Survey Plan
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Table 1
Arborist Report Results - Summary Table
Spring Creek Development, Port Moody, BC
LO STUDIO Architecture Inc.
PGL File 5003-01.02
Tag #
303

Tree
Common Name
Code
Act black cottonwood

Scientific Name
Populous balsamifera

49.5

Approximate
Height (m)
15

DBH (cm)

Critical Root Zone
Summary of Condition
1
Radius (m)
3.0
- good vigor, slight lean to W over sidewalk/road

304

Lg

sweet gum

Liquidambar styraciflua

14

8

0.8

305

Lg

sweet gum

Liquidambar styraciflua

11

6

0.7

306

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

11

6

0.7

307

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

57

18

3.4

308

Vc

purple-leaved plum

Prunus cerasifera

309

Yp

Lawson cypress

310

Vc

311

312

313

20

6

1.2

Chamaecyparis lawsoniana

22, 25, 37,
24, 16

12

2.2

purple-leaved plum

Prunus cerasifera

25, 12, 11

6

1.5

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

23

15

1.4

Vb

bitter cherry

Prunus emarginata

31

17

1.9

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

59

20

3.6

314

Fd

Douglas-fir

Pseudtosuga menziesii

21

10

1.3

315

Lg

red maple

Acer rubrum

36

8

2.2
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Action

Recommendations

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

- good vigor w/ no obvious defects
- young Act, flanked to E & W by x2 other small Act
- self-corrected swoop to SW @ base of tree
- good vigor

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

- good vigor; some suckers growing out from lower part of trunk

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in significant decline; replace with same species in same location, or
as directed by the City

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

- street blvd tree w/ good vigor
- wound @ base with some decay evident
- some dead branches in canopy
- wound on lower branch @ union with main stem, evidence of decay

- in significant decline; majority of tree appears to be dead
- some foliage & suckers growing out from lower part of tree
- wound @ base
- evidence of insect cavity excavation activity
- wire loosely wrapped around trunk
- multiple codoms w/ union @ base
- evidence of other, historic codoms that have since been removed
and/or failed
- wounds on E-side of 22cm dbh and S-Side of 16cm dbh codoms w/
minor decay evident
- some included bark at codom unions
- in decline & stressed, but not as severe as Tree #308
- x3 codoms w/ union ~0.5m above grade
- old staking/planting wire around main trunk - girdling and growing
into tree
- wound w/ decay on E-side of main stem
- evidence of insect cavity excavation (saw dust)
- suckers prevalent
- very slight, self-corrected swoop to S
- minor branch pruning wounds on main stem w/ some decay (ants
observed in/around wounds)
- additional wound @ base of tree on N-side
- little to no leaves on trees - poor vigor and in decline
- self-corrected lean to S
- series of wounds w/ some decay on S-side of trunk (through leaning
portion of the tree)
- codom stems in upper canopy with good "U"-shaped union
- some suckering near base of tree, but good vigor & open grown
- abnormal growth pattern in upper portion of main stem - possibly
reaction to historic failure, or lesser secondary codom growing from
this location
- good vigor, open grown
- some sap ooze primarily on W-side of tree
- slightly abnormal growth form in leader near top of tree (possible
historic partial failure)
- street/blvd tree w/ good vigor
- evidence of pruning & canopy management (e.g., clearance for
overhead utilities)
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Table 1
Arborist Report Results - Summary Table
Spring Creek Development, Port Moody, BC
LO STUDIO Architecture Inc.
PGL File 5003-01.02
Tag #

Tree
Code

Common Name

Scientific Name

DBH (cm)

Approximate
Height (m)

Critical Root Zone
Radius (m)1

316

Lg

red maple

Acer rubrum

23

8

1.4

317

Vc

purple-leaved plum

Prunus cerasifera

25

5

1.5

318

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

12

8

0.7

319

Vb

bitter cherry

Prunus emarginata

15, 11

10

0.9

Summary of Condition
- street/blvd tree w/ good vigor
- evidence of pruning & canopy management (e.g., clearance for
overhead utilities)
- notable wound on N-side of tree @ base - wood sounded/felt solid,
but likely some decay w/ good CODIT reaction
- tree in significant decline or standing dead (no leaves in tree & little
to no leaves on ground
- significant wounds w/ advanced decay on main stem
- wound on S-side of main stem ~0.5m above grade w/ some decay
evident
- vertical wound on main stem ~2m above grade
- codoms w/ union @ base
- included bark
- unbalanced crown on S-side
- codoms w/ union @ base
- included bark
- unbalanced crown on S-side
- wound on W-side of lesser codom ~0.5 m above grade w/ decay

Action

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Retain
Retain

320

Vb

bitter cherry

Prunus emarginata

20, 19

12

1.2

321

Vb

bitter cherry

Prunus emarginata

23

12

1.4

322

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

16

14

1.0

323

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

58

23

3.5

324

Cw

western redcedar

Thuja plicata

12

8

0.7

- young Cw w/ good vigor
- in cluster of Cw trees w/ similar characteristics (Trees 324 - 328)

Retain

325

Cw

western redcedar

Thuja plicata

11

8

0.7

- young Cw w/ good vigor
- in cluster of Cw trees w/ similar characteristics (Trees 324 - 328)

Retain

326

Cw

western redcedar

Thuja plicata

11

8

0.7

- young Cw w/ good vigor
- in cluster of Cw trees w/ similar characteristics (Trees 324 - 328)

Retain

327

Cw

western redcedar

Thuja plicata

14

8

0.8

- young Cw w/ good vigor
- in cluster of Cw trees w/ similar characteristics (Trees 324 - 328)

Retain

328

Cw

western redcedar

Thuja plicata

14

8

0.8

- young Cw w/ good vigor
- in cluster of Cw trees w/ similar characteristics (Trees 324 - 328)

Retain

329

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

31

23

1.9

330

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

20

18

1.2
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- codom leaders in upper canopy likely growing from point of historic
failure
- large wound @ dbh, N-side of tree w/ some decay
- notable bend/lean to W in upper portion of tree, possible eutrophic
growth response
- hanger observed in tree
- maturing Act w/ good vigor
- English ivy growing up main stem
- slight irregular growth form in upper portion of main stem

- relative straight tree w/ some kinks
- low live crown ratio (~40%)
- some suckering on lower portion of main stem
- standing dead with broken top
- mushrooms prevalent around base of tree & on tree (growing in
moss)
- wound on SE-side of tree @ base w/ advanced decay
(spongy/punky wood)

t1-5003-01.01(2020-11)-SummaryTable.xls

Recommendations

Retain

Retain
Retain
Retain

- remove ivy vines

Retain

Retain

- low risk
- retain as wildlife stem
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Table 1
Arborist Report Results - Summary Table
Spring Creek Development, Port Moody, BC
LO STUDIO Architecture Inc.
PGL File 5003-01.02
Tag #

Tree
Code

Common Name

Scientific Name

DBH (cm)

Approximate
Height (m)

Critical Root Zone
Radius (m)1

331

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

29

23

1.7

332

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

50

22

3.0

333

Cw

western redcedar

Thuja plicata

10

6

0.6

334
335

Act
Dr

black cottonwood
red alder

Populous balsamifera
Alnus rubra

35
22

20
15

2.1
1.3

336

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

13

14

0.8

337

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

12

12

0.7

338

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

12

2

0.7

339

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

11

10

0.7

340

Mb

bigleaf maple

Acer macrophyllum

24

10

1.4

341

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

45

18

2.7

342

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

22

16

1.3

343

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

32

20

1.9

344

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

43

22

2.6

345

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

34

20

2.0

346

Vb

bitter cherry

Prunus emarginata

347

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

Summary of Condition
- standing dead
- mushrooms present around base of tree & and on trunk
- large wound on N-side of tree ~0.5m above grade w/ some decay
evident
- open grown w/ good vigor
- some hangers in canopy
- some suckers growing out of lower portion of trunk
- young, good vigor
- some dieback in lower limbs
- moderate vigor, ~40% live crown ratio
- typical vigor
- typical vigor; on edge of creek
- growing out of riprap banks
- typical vigor; on edge of creek
- growing out of riprap banks
- typical vigor; on edge of creek
- growing out of riprap banks
- typical vigor; on edge of creek
- growing out of riprap banks
- typical vigor; on edge of creek
- growing out of riprap banks
- typical vigor
- English ivy growing up main stem
- eutrophic lean to SE
- typical vigor
- standing dead
- some English ivy growing up main stem
- codom stems in upper canopy, possibly growing from point of
historical top failure & therefore weak union
- typical vigor
- abnormal growth pattern in upper portion of main stem/leader
(possible historic failure)
- unbalanced crown on NW-side

Action

Recommendations

Modify

- moderate risk
- convert to wildlife stem (~10m above grade)

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Modify

- moderate risk
- convert to wildlife stem (~10m above grade)
- remove ivy vines

Retain
Retain

16, 14

15

1.0

- codoms w/ union @ base w/ included bark
- historic wound on large codom @ base of stem w/ decay evident
- possible canker disease detected
- abnormal growth form (kinks) in codom stems ~6m above grade

17

15

1.0

- poor vigor, in decline
- some wounds w/ decay

Modify

- convert to wildlife stem (~4m above grade)

Retain

- remove ivy vines

- remove ivy vines

Modify

- moderate risk
- convert to wildlife stem (~4m above grade)

348

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

49

25

3.0

- typical vigor
- abnormal growth form in upper portion of trunk (possibly due to
historic failure/broken top)
- significant English ivy growing up main stem to ~4m above grade

349

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

18

15

1.1

- low vigor
- small wound @ base w/ decay
- significant English ivy growing up tree

Retain

350

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

11

10

0.7

- partiall failed; hung-up in adjacent tree

Remove

PGL Environmental Consultants
November 2020

- remove ivy vines
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- fell to ground and make safe
- keep LWD in place
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Table 1
Arborist Report Results - Summary Table
Spring Creek Development, Port Moody, BC
LO STUDIO Architecture Inc.
PGL File 5003-01.02
Tag #

Tree
Code

351

Dr

red alder

352

Dr

red alder

Common Name

DBH (cm)

Approximate
Height (m)

Critical Root Zone
Radius (m)1

Alnus rubra

18

12

1.1

Alnus rubra

15

12

0.9

Scientific Name

353

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

23

16

1.4

354

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

13

12

0.8

355

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

12

12

0.7

356

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

16

12

1.0

357

Mb

bigleaf maple

Acer macrophyllum

29

15

1.7

358

Mb

bigleaf maple

Acer macrophyllum

14

6

0.8

359

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

32, 21

15

1.9

360

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

126

18

7.6

Summary of Condition
- upper ~50% of tree is dead
- in significant decline
- typical vigor
- ~1.5m long vertical wound on E-side of lower portion of the main
stem - decay present
- low vigor w/ only ~40% live crown ratio
- tree growth around snow-fencing, which is attached to the W-side of
the tree
- some minor/small abnormal growth form in main stem (kinks)
- poor vigor, possibly in decline
- increased English ivy growth up tree
- standing dead or in significant decline
- vertical wound on N-side of main stem w/ decay
- self-corrected lean to SW
- standing dead
- tall & slender w/ typical vigor
- significant English ivy growing up tree, almost to top of tree
- historic broken top, but otherwise typical vigor
- English ivy up main stem
- some broken & dead branches in upper crown
- x2 codoms w/ union ~0.5m above grade w/ included bark
- otherwise, typical vigor
- lesser codom has lean over creek
- x2 codoms w/ union below dbh, but growing too close together to
measure separate dbh's
- included bark evident
- previously topped ~15m above grade w/ numerous suckers/new
leaders now growing from top-cut location
- minor English ivy growing up tree
- notable lateral suckers growing out from stems
- x2 codoms w/ union ~2.5m above grade w/ some included bark
- old removed/failed stem wound (small) @ union of codoms w/ decay
evident
- slight lean to E over creek
- large and small hangers observed in upper canopy

361

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

29

12

1.7

362

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

14

10

0.8

363

Mb

bigleaf maple

Acer macrophyllum

22

10

1.3

364

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

15

8

0.9

365

Mb

bigleaf maple

Acer macrophyllum

16

8

1.0

366

Vb

bitter cherry

Prunus emarginata

13

8

0.8

- likely in significant decline w/ extensive decay through trunk
- wounds w/ sloughing bark
- tree has grown around snow fencing, which is attached to tree

367
368

Cw
Mb

western redcedar
bigleaf maple

Thuja plicata
Acer macrophyllum

17
21

8
10

1.0
1.3

- low vigor
- typical vigor
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- typical vigor
- typical vigor
- x2 codoms w/ union in upper canopy
- typical vigor
- long, ~3m vertical wound starting from base of tree w/ some decay
evident
- typical vigor
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Action

Recommendations

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Retain

- remove ivy vines

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Retain
Retain
Retain

Retain

- Level 2: Basic Assessment recommended

Retain

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Retain
Retain
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Table 1
Arborist Report Results - Summary Table
Spring Creek Development, Port Moody, BC
LO STUDIO Architecture Inc.
PGL File 5003-01.02
Tag #

369

370

Tree
Code
Act

Act

Common Name

black cottonwood

black cottonwood

Scientific Name

Populous balsamifera

Populous balsamifera

DBH (cm)

90

78, 72

Approximate
Height (m)
12

16, 25

Critical Root Zone
Radius (m)1

Summary of Condition

Action

Recommendations

5.4

- previously tagged tree (#90)
- previously topped tree w/ numerous suckers/new leaders from topcut, as well as throughout rest of tree, including some notable lateral
suckers

Retain

- Level 2: Basic Assessment recommended

4.7

- x2 codoms w/ union just below dbh w/ included bark
- large codom was previously topped, but still well w/in 1.5x height of
townhomes on E-side of creek
- numerous suckers/new leaders growing out from top-cut location
- slight lean in large codom to E
- lesser codom was not topped, leaning to W, w/ typical vigor &
unbalanced canopy on E-side
- second tag on tree (red, #091)

Retain

- Level 2: Basic Assessment recommended

Retain

- Level 2: Basic Assessment recommended

Retain

- Level 2: Basic Assessment recommended

371

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

83

16

5.0

372

Act

black cottonwood

Populous balsamifera

137

25

8.3

373

Dr

red alder

Alnus rubra

11

6

0.7

374

Mb

bigleaf maple

Acer macrophyllum

24

8

1.4

375

Cw

western redcedar

Thuja plicata

12

6

0.7

376

Cw

western redcedar

Thuja plicata

21

8

1.3

377

Cw

western redcedar

Thuja plicata

12

6

0.7

378

Gp

western flowering dogwood

Cornus nuttallii

11

4

0.7

- previously topped at ~ 16m
- suckers present throughout and from top-cut location
- still well w/in 1.5x height of townhomes on E-side of creek
- second tag on tree (red, #093)
- x2 codoms w/ union just above dbh w/ included bark
- codoms growing together for ~1.5m above union
- slight lean and unbalanced crown to W-side
- otherwise, typical vigor
- second tag on tree (red, #094)
- typical vigor
- multiple codoms from union ~4m above grade
- typical vigor
- typical vigor
- previously girdled by wire, possibly from planting stakes, which has
since been removed
- typical vigor
- typical vigor
- minor foliage dieback in lower branches
- partial failed top (still attached) - possibly due to failure of tree on Eside of creek (?), or some other physical disturbance
- still alive w/ typical vigor

Retain
Retain
Remove

- in direct conflict with development

Retain
Retain
Modify

- remove failed top
- retain modified tree as-is

Notes:
1) Critical Root Zone = dbh/16.6, as per standard practice in various jurisdications in the Lower Mainland (e.g., City of Surrey, City of Vancouver, etc.). Calculated using the largest dbh of multi-stemmed trees.
2) Any reference to risk is based on a Level 1: Limited Visual Assessment, as outlined in the ISA Tree Risk Assessment Manual (Dunster, J. et al., 2013). Risk assessment based on existing site conditions/land uses, and a two year assessment period.
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15) The tree protection barrier must remain in place until written approval is received by the Project
Arborist to either a) relocate to accommodate specific work activities, or b) remove completely
(i.e., upon completion of demolition with no further work scheduled).
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14) All monitoring data and observations, including photo documentation, will be summarized in
monitoring inspection reports, as needed, and provided to all interested parties (e.g.,
proponent, contractors, and the City of Port Moody).
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13) Any and all work required within identified Critical Root Zones/Tree Protection Zones of
retained trees must first be reviewed and approved by the Project Arborist. These works must
be monitored by the Project Arborist.
a) Any approved works within the Critical Root Zone of a retained tree must be done
so using hydro excavation procedure and monitored by the Project Arborist.
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11) All waste materials (e.g., waste lumber, fencing, rope, etc.) must be removed immediately from
tree protection zones.
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a) Signage spacing must not exceed 15m on centre.
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9) Signage must be installed on the tree protection barrier identifying the area as “Tree Protection
Zone” and stating that no encroachment, storage of materials, or damage to trees is permitted
within.
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INTRODUCTION

PGL Environmental Consultants (PGL) is pleased to provide this Invasive Plant Management Plan
(IPMP) for the property at 2101 St. Johns Street in Port Moody, BC (the Site).
Invasive plant species, by their nature, thrive in disturbed environments. These species are
extremely advantageous and will quickly inhabit disturbed sites if not managed. Typical
characteristics of an invasive species include rapid growth, the ability to withstand extreme
environments, the ability to carry out both sexual and asexual reproduction, prolific seed production,
efficient seed dispersal, and long seed dormancy 1.

2.0

BACKGROUND

Numerous invasive plant species have been confirmed to occur in and around the Site. Mapping
provided in Figure 1 provides approximate spatial boundaries for these occurrences. Given the
extent of invasion in the South Schoolhouse Creek Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA), and
IPMP is required, and is essential to the success of restorative efforts planned for within the ESA.
Under the BC Weed Control Act, a land occupier (person who is in physical possession of land, or
is responsible for, and has control over the condition/activities of a property) must control noxious
weeds occurring on their property, as designated under the act.

3.0

OBSERVATIONS

A PGL Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP) conducted a Site visit on November 12, 2020,
which included identifying and mapping approximate locations of invasive plant populations
(Figure 1). The survey focused on those species listed as noxious weeds under the provincial Weed
Control Act, species identified as “BC’s most unwanted invasive plants” by the Invasive Species
Council of BC (ISCBC), priority species identified by the Invasive Species Council of Metro
Vancouver (ISCMV) and most common invasive species by the City of Port Moody.
Noxious species known to occur onsite include:
•
•
•

Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense);
Knotweed (Reynoutria sp.); and
Purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria).

Invasive plant species, which are not included under the Act but are known to occur onsite include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
1

Bull thistle (Cirsium vulgare);
Cherry laurel (Prunus laurocerasus);
Common St. John’s-wort (Hypericum perforatum);
Common tansy (Tanacetum vulgare);
Creeping buttercup (Ranunculus repens);
Dame’s rocket (Hesperis matronalis);
English ivy (Hedera helix);
English holly (Ilex aquifolium);
Field bindweed/morning glory (Convolvulus arvensis);
Foxglove (Digitalis purpurea);
Herb-robert (Geranium roberianum)
Polster, David. 2009. Management of Invasive Plants: An Ecological Approach.
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Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus);
Oxeye daisy (Chrysanthemum leucanthemum);
Reed canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea);
Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius); and
Yellow archangel (Lamium galeobdolon).

MANAGEMENT PLAN

Management of the above-noted invasive plant species will require a variety of invasive plant
control measures. Initial implementation of the IPMP should begin during construction and should
continue through to the end of the five-year restoration success monitoring program, except for
knotweed management. A knotweed management program should be started as soon as possible
to reduce management cost and efforts. Management strategies will include:
•
•
•

4.1

Mechanical control;
Chemical control; and
Prevention.

Mechanical Control

Most of the invasive plant populations occur within the South Schoolhouse Creek ESA. Given the
sensitivities within and priority to retain and avoid impacts to existing tree and riparian habitat
resources, any mechanical control measures will require low-impact methods (i.e., hand-pulling or
hand-digging, etc.). An experienced contractor should be retained to implement the mechanical
control, which will require:
•
•
•
•
•

Repeated hand-pulling, digging, and/or cutting two to four times during the first growing season
and the first implementation year (spring to late summer);
Hand-cutting of all English ivy vines growing up retained trees within sensitive environmental
areas (e.g., ESA), and removal of a minimum of 1m sections of the vines extending up from
grade;
Revegetation of treated areas with suitable native plant species, as per the Riparian
Compensation Plan included in the 2018 Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIA) and
2020 Riparian Restoration/Native Planting Plan;
Monitoring and assessment of treatment success during subsequent spring/early summer
seasons (until the end of the required success monitoring program); and
Repeated cutting/plant pulls up to a maximum of four times per growing season, as required
until management onsite is successful (or up to the termination of the required success
monitoring program).

Areas containing soils contaminated with invasive plants or plant parts (i.e., roots, stems, foliage,
and seeds) and all cleared/cut invasive plants and plant parts must be properly disposed of through
incineration, deep burial, or at an approved landfill. Invasive plants or plant parts will not be
stockpiled or composted onsite and will only be permitted to be composted offsite at approved
facilities, as reviewed by the environmental monitor, unless specified otherwise.

4.2

Chemical Control

Chemical control methods are only currently recommended for the management of knotweed but
may be considered if prevention and mechanical control methods are not successful on other
species. A certified herbicide applicator should be retained to develop a Site-specific application
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plan for existing populations and obtain all necessary approvals/permits. Efforts will be made to
reduce or avoid the use of herbicides and pesticides that may find their way into watersheds.
Chemical control of invasive plant populations must be applied at a safe distance from the
high-water mark of any existing waterbodies, as determined by a QEP. Any chemical control
measures should include:
•
•
•
•
•

4.3

The use of an acceptable herbicide that is permitted for use in Canada, and that is effective on
target species;
Application of the herbicide during the appropriate season for maximum effectiveness;
Follow-up treatments on an as-needed basis until success is achieved;
Implementation of appropriate handling procedures for all chemicals to ensure application is
targeted and excessive use is avoided; and
Conducting a monitoring program to assess treatment success.

Prevention

In addition to the chemical measures (and possible need for mechanical measures), preventative
measures should be a priority and implemented on an ongoing basis. Prevention is an essential
element to the IPMP that is intended to minimize the risk of spreading noxious weeds and unwanted
invasive plants to areas not currently invaded and reducing the need for potential future
management efforts. Prevention measures should include:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.4

Infill planting in all habitat zones using a natural successional approach to restoration;
Assuring that all soil, gravel, and other fill materials imported anywhere onsite are not
contaminated with invasive plants or plant parts, and are obtained from a trusted source;
Avoiding unloading, parking, or storing of equipment and vehicles in invaded areas;
Cleaning all equipment prior to and after the work to prevent transfer of invasive species both
on land and instream. Pressure-washing and/or steam-cleaning vehicles and equipment used
for management implementation at designated washing areas, including tires and
undercarriage, before leaving the Site or travelling elsewhere onsite;
Removing plants and plant parts from personal gear and clothing;
Cleared invasive plants and plant parts, including roots, and any excavated topsoil shall be
dried on a tarp (if possible), and then either incinerated, disposed of at an appropriate local
landfill, or disposed of on Site or off Site through deep burial strategies approved by the EM;
Properly containing plants and plant parts (i.e., bags, tarps, and bins) before transporting to
designated disposal sites;
Cleared invasive plants and plant parts (including soil containing invasive plant parts) are not
to be composted, unless done so at an approved facility;
Cleared invasive plants and plant parts (including soil containing invasive plant parts) are not
to be stockpiled for re-use during final site restoration;
Assuring that no plants or plant parts are discarded into watercourses and/or stormwater
facilities;
Disturbance to non-invasive species shall be kept to a minimum; and
Onsite monitoring of construction activities by the EM.

Species Specific Management

In addition to general invasive plant best management practices, species specific chemical and
mechanical treatments can be used. The recommended treatments and disposal options are
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derived from the ISCBC TIPS Factsheets 2, British Columbia Ministry of Forests 2002 Guide to
Weeds in British Columbia 3 and Metro Vancouver’s species-specific Best Management Practices
(BMPs) 4. Knotweed management recommendations are provided below the table.
Table A: Species Specific Management Recommendations
Species

Recommended Treatments and Disposal Options

Bull thistle

Mechanical:
•
Mow at the bud stage
•
Cut or till repeatedly
Disposal:
•
If flowers are not present, plant parts can be left onsite
•
If flowers are present, bag plant parts and dispose at a landfill for deep
burial

Canada thistle (Noxious)

Mechanical:
•
Mow at the bud stage
•
Cut or till repeatedly
Disposal:
•
If flowers are not present, plant parts can be left onsite
•
If flowers are present, bag plant parts and dispose at a landfill for deep
burial

Cherry laurel

Mechanical:
•
Hand pull small plants
•
Machine excavate medium sized plants; trunk can be cut to 1m and/or
branches removed prior to excavation
•
Large trees should be removed professional arborists
•
Remove as much of the roots and stems as possible
Disposal:
•
Bag plant parts and dispose offsite at an appropriate compost facility

Common St. John’s-wort

Mechanical:
•
Mow or till repeatedly over multiple years
Disposal:
•
Bag and tarp plants for offsite disposal at a municipal transfer station or
industrial compost facility

Common tansy

Mechanical:
•
Hand pull small infestations before going to seed
•
Mow very low to the ground throughout growing season
•
Mow in combination with herbicide application over multiple years
Disposal:
•
Bag and tarp plants for offsite disposal at a municipal transfer station or
industrial compost facility
Wear gloves when handling common tansy

Creeping buttercup

Mechanical:
•
Till repeatedly over multiple years
Disposal:
•
Bag and tarp plants for offsite disposal at a municipal transfer station or
industrial compost facility

ISCBC, 2020. Factsheets. Available at https://bcinvasives.ca/resources/tips/
Government of British Columbia. 2002. A Guide to Weeds in British Columbia. Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries.
4
Metro Vancouver. 2020. Invasive Species. Available at http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regionalplanning/conserving-connecting/invasive-species/Pages/default.aspx
2
3
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Recommended Treatments and Disposal Options

Dame’s rocket

Mechanical:
•
Hand pull or dig infestations before going to seed
Disposal:
•
Bag and tarp plants for offsite disposal at a municipal transfer station or
industrial compost facility

English holly

Mechanical:
•
Hand pull small plants
•
Machine excavate medium sized plants; trunk can be cut to 1m and/or
branches removed prior to excavation
•
Large trees should be removed professional arborists
•
Remove as much of the roots and stems as possible
Disposal:
•
Bag and tarp plants for offsite disposal at a municipal transfer station or
industrial compost facility
Wear gloves when handling English holly

English ivy

Mechanical:
• Cut climbing ivy at chest height and remove from lower part of tree and
ground 1-2m surrounding tree
• Cut and pull ground vines in the direction of growth, avoiding fragmentation
and removing as much of the root as possible
•
Smoother flat areas with layers of newspaper or cardboard covered in a
thick layer of mulch
Disposal:
•
Bag vines and dispose offsite at an appropriate compost facility
** Do not pull ivy down from tree trunks and canopies **

Field bindweed/Morning
glory

Mechanical:
•
Hand pull repeatedly
•
Smother or tarp with landscaping fabric, mulch, cardboard, hog fuel or
plastic throughout growing season
Disposal:
•
Bag and tarp plants for offsite disposal at a municipal transfer station or
industrial compost facility

Foxglove

Mechanical:
•
Hand pull or hand dig plants
Disposal:
•
Bag and tarp plants for offsite disposal at a municipal transfer station or
industrial compost facility
Wear gloves when handling foxglove

Herb-robert

Mechanical:
•
Hand pull or hand dig small infestations
•
Smother or tarp with landscaping fabric, mulch, cardboard, hog fuel or
plastic throughout growing season
•
Mow repeatedly before going to seed
Disposal:
•
Bag and tarp plants for offsite disposal at a municipal transfer station or
industrial compost facility
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Recommended Treatments and Disposal Options
Mechanical:
•
Grub, hand pull or dig small infestations removing root crown and lateral
roots
•
Mow, cut, or till repeatedly over multiple years
•
Encourage natural regeneration of native species
•
Plant fast-growing native species
Disposal:
•
Canes without berries or root balls can be left onsite to decompose
•
Bag plant parts and dispose of at a municipal transfer station
Mechanical:
•
Hand pull or dig infestations before going to seed
•
Mow repeatedly throughout the year
Disposal:
•
Bag and tarp plants for offsite disposal at a municipal transfer station or
industrial compost facility
Mechanical:
•
Hand-pull or hand-dig small infestations before flowering
•
Ensure all plant parts are removed
Disposal:
•
Bag plant parts and disposed of at a landfill for deep burial, double bag if
flowers and/or seeds are present
Mechanical:
•
Encourage natural regeneration of native species
•
Plant fast-growing native species
•
Smother or tarp with landscaping fabric, mulch, cardboard, hog fuel or
plastic throughout growing season
•
Hand pull or hand dig small infestations
Disposal:
•
Bag plant and dispose of at a municipal transfer station or compost facility
Mechanical:
•
Hand pull small plants before going to seed
•
Cut stem of large plant repeatedly (stems at least 5cm diameter) below
grade before going to seed
•
Repeated mowing
Disposal:
•
If seeds are not present, mulch and leave onsite under conifers
•
If seeds are present, bag and tarp plants for offsite disposal at a municipal
transfer station or industrial compost facility
Mechanical:
•
Hand pull or grub before going to seed ensuring to remove all roots
•
Avoid cutting or mowing
•
Smoother with layers of newspaper or cardboard covered in a thick layer
of mulch
Disposal:
•
Bag and tarp plants for offsite disposal at a municipal transfer station or
industrial compost facility

Knotweed Management

Metro Vancouver Region’s Best Management Practices for Knotweed Species are summarized
below
and
can
be
found
at
http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regionalplanning/PlanningPublications/InvasiveSpeciesBMP-Knotweed-v3.pdf.
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4.4.1.1 Timing
Chemically controlling knotweed infestations takes at least two growing seasons, and often
includes at least two treatments in the first year, followed by at least one treatment in the second
year. After initial treatment, follow-up treatments should occur no sooner than two weeks later, and
preferably four to six weeks or more (or as stated on the herbicide label). This ensures that sufficient
foliage is available to absorb adequate quantities of herbicide for translocation into the rhizomes 5.
Note that some knotweed herbicides recommend only one application per site per year. The
restoration contractor must refer to the specific herbicide Safety Data Sheet and applicable
guidelines/specifications provided by the manufacturer.
Once initial control efforts have nearly eliminated the knotweed occurrence, periodic monitoring is
required to ensure new growth is treated immediately to prevent re-infestation 6.
Additional specifications include:
•
•
•
•
•

Herbicides should be applied to actively growing plants;
Treatments can start either early in the growing season, when the plants are at least 1m tall
and most of the plants have emerged, or late summer, when the leaves have matured but the
plants have yet to show extensive die back;
Early spring treatments should only occur when there is sufficient foliage on the stem
(i.e., starting when knotweed canes are at least 1m high and when most canes in the infestation
have emerged) to ensure adequate surface area for absorption 7;
Early-season treatment must be followed-up later in the season to address regrowth; and
Late-season treatment must be followed-up with additional treatment in the subsequent spring.

There are several advantages to early-season treatment, including:
•
•
•

Prevention of flower/seed set;
Use of less herbicide; and
Avoidance of the need for overhead spraying, which can break/disturb the canes and increase
the risk of spreading.

Knotweed treatment should cease at the end of the growing season once extensive leaf
discoloration or defoliation occurs.
To minimize the impact to insects, it is recommended that treatment occur before the plants flower.
Treatment is not recommended during the flowering period.
If Himalayan blackberry is present at the treatment site, it is also recommended that treatment
occur before the berries form. Alternatively, fruiting blackberry canes can be cut away from the
treatment site to reduce risks to berry pickers and animals.

5

Ralph, D., interview by T. Murray. 2017. Extension and Operations Manager, Invasive Species Council of BC (October).
Gover, A., J. Johnson, K. Lloyd, and J. Sellmer. 2008. Quicksheet 1: Invasive Plant Species Management Japanese
knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum). http://vm.cas.psu.edu.
7
Watson, G., interview by T. Murray. 2017. Operations Manager, Invasive Species Council of Metro Vancouver (August).
6
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4.4.1.2 Riparian Areas
Management of knotweed within riparian areas is extremely difficult. Herbicides are prohibited
within the Pesticide-Free Zone (PFZ). The PFZ is 10m from the high-water mark (HWM) of natural
watercourses, lakes, streams, wetlands or other water bodies; However, the BC Integrated Pest
Management Act and Regulation allows glyphosate to be applied within the PFZ of public lands,
up to 1m from the HWM. Prior to treatment, the HWM should be determined by a QEP and both
the HWM and PFZ should be clearly marked. Herbicide cannot enter the PFZ through soil leaching,
surface runoff, drift or overspray, often limiting application to stem injection. Knotweed management
in and around riparian areas poses additional timing considerations, including conducting
treatments during low water levels and during periods of prolonged dry weather.

4.4.1.3 Application Methods
Herbicide can be applied to knotweed infestations through stem-injection or spraying.
Stem-injection is a time-consuming method that requires injecting the herbicide via a handheld tool
into every stem of an infestation. Stem-injection is most effective on small infestations, when
knotweeds are growing with desirable vegetation, or is within proximity to environmental
sensitivities (i.e., adjacent to a stream/watercourse).
Spray application and knockdown and spray application using a backpack or hand-held applicator
are considered the most suitable and efficient for the Site.

4.4.2

Knotweed Monitoring Program

Post-treatment monitoring is needed to determine the efficacy of herbicide treatment and adjust
the plan, as needed. A five-year invasive plant maintenance program should be conducted to
reduce invasive plant occurrences. Re-occurrence of invasive plants is anticipated and could be
significant during the first years of maintenance. Invasive plants will be identified during annual
success monitoring, followed by specific maintenance prescriptions.

4.4.3

Species Site Specific Management Recommendations

A detailed description of each invasive plant species identified on the Site to date is presented
below, with photographs provided in Appendix 1.

4.4.3.1 Bull Thistle
Bull thistle is a fibrous rooted biennial species introduced from Eurasia. Plants can reach 0.3–2m
tall with erect, branching hairy stems and large composite heads with pink to purple disk flowers.
Thistle seeds are dispersed via wind, with each plant producing an average of 4,000 seeds, which
can remain viable in the soil for up to three years 8. Bull thistle can survive in dry to moist habitats,
including roadsides, cultivated fields, pastures, clear-cuts, and other disturbed areas. Heavy
infestations of thistle can exclude livestock and decrease forage values. Bull thistle is not listed as
a noxious weed under the Weed Control Act but has been identified as an invasive weed to watch
for by the ISCBC.
Rare sporadic, single occurrences of bull thistle were observed at the edges of the denser
vegetation patches on the Site (Photograph 1).

8

Government of British Columbia. 2002. A Guide to Weeds in British Columbia. Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries.
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4.4.3.2 Canada Thistle (Noxious)
Canada thistle is a deep-rooted perennial species native to Eurasia. It reproduces by rhizomes,
which can extend horizontally up to roughly 6m. Vertical root depth typically ranges between 2–3m.
Thistle seeds are dispersed via wind, with each plant producing an average of 1,500 seeds 9. This
species can crowd out and replace native grasses and forbs and has been very detrimental to the
BC agricultural industry. Canada thistle is listed as a noxious weed under the Weed Control Act, is
considered one of BC’s most unwanted invasive plants by the ISCBC and is identified as a priority
species by the ISCMV.
A single cluster of Canada thistle was observed along a ‘trail’ on the west side of the Site
(Photograph 2).

4.4.3.3 Cherry Laurel
Cherry laurel is an evergreen ornamental shrub species that is widely used in the Lower Mainland
as a hedge species. It is considered to be invasive in this climate where it often escapes and seeds
outside of intended areas. It commonly occurs on mesic to moist sites, forest edges, clearings, and
on disturbed sites 10 . This species is not listed as a noxious weed under Weed Control Act;
however, it is considered a priority invasive plant by ISCMV.
Several occurrences of young cherry laurel saplings were observed east of the fence, along South
Schoolhouse Creek. A dense hedge of mature cherry laurel was observed along South
Schoolhouse Creek south of the headwall at Clarke Street (Photograph 3).

4.4.3.4 Common St. John’s-wort
St. John’s-wort is a perennial herb that forms dense stands, up to 1m tall, in grazed and disturbed
sites by outcompeting native species. Flowers are bright yellow and grow in clusters, with over 100
flowers per cluster. In addition to reducing available forage, St. John’s-wort can be toxic when
ingested, causing photosensitization, central nervous system depression, spontaneous abortion,
and death in animals. St. John’s-wort is a prolific seed producer with over 100,000 seeds being
produced by one plant per year, which are transported by wind and water 11. The seeds are
encapsulated in a protective coating that enables them to survive for 10 years in soil. Common
St. John’s wort can also reproduce aggressively through rhizomes. St. John’s-wort is not listed as
a noxious weed under the Weed Control Act; however, it is identified by the ISCMV as a priority
invasive plant for control.
Common St. John’s-wort was observed growing sporadically on the southern portion of the Site
and in dense patches on the northern portion of the Site (Photograph 4).

4.4.3.5 Common Tansy
Common tansy is an aggressive, aromatic perennial with compact button-like heads, disk-like
yellow flowers, and fern-like leaves. Common tansy will typically inhabit sunny, well-drained
disturbed areas such as roadsides, streambanks, and in pastures. This species is a prolific seed

9
ISCBC, 2014. Canada Thistle TIPS. Available at
https://bcinvasives.ca/documents/Canada_Thistle_TIPS_Final_08_06_2014.pdf.
10
In Klinkenberg, Brian. (Editor) 2020. E-Flora BC: Electronic Atlas of the Plants of British Columbia [eflora.bc.ca]. Lab for
Advanced Spatial Analysis, Department of Geography, University of British Columbia, Vancouver.
11
Government of British Columbia. 2002. A Guide to Weeds in British Columbia. Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries.
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producer with seeds remaining viable in soil for up to 25 years 12. Common tansy can also reproduce
via root fragments. Seeds and root fragments are spread by water runoff, birds, animals, vehicles,
construction equipment, and contaminated seed, grain, and hay. Seeds germinate readily in any
moist, disturbed environment.
In the Metro Vancouver Regional District, common tansy is not listed as noxious under the Weed
Control Act; however, it is considered noxious in five other regions of the province. Common tansy
is identified as an “undesirable” by the Ministry of Agriculture and is classified as one of BC’s most
unwanted invasive plants by the ISCBC.
Rare sporadic, single occurrences of common tansy were observed at the edges of the denser
vegetation patches on the Site (Photograph 5).

4.4.3.6 Creeping Buttercup
Creeping buttercup is a perennial forb with yellow flowers and long creeping stems that freely root
at nodes. This plant prefers to colonize disturbed, wet soils but can also thrive in natural
environments such as forest openings and along the edges of streams, seeps, swamps and ponds.
Creeping buttercup generally spreads via stolons but can also be dispersed by seed 13. Creeping
buttercup is not listed as a noxious weed under the Weed Control Act; however, it is identified by
the ISCBC as an unregulated invasive plant of concern in BC.
Creeping buttercup occurred in disturbed, open areas throughout the Site, most notably in the
centre from the fence to the sidewalk (Photograph 6).

4.4.3.7 Dame’s Rocket
Dame’s rocket or sweet rocket is a biennial or short-lived perennial herb with compound
inflorescence of aromatic 4-petaled white, pink or purple flowers. Plants can grow up to 1.3m tall
and have hairy lanceolate leaves with serrated leaf margins and hairy stems. Dame’s rocket
produces narrow, long, up to 10cm, seed pods 14. Native to Eurasia, Dame’s rocket is common in
wildflower seed mixes and as a prolific seed producer. Dame’s rocket can self-seed and escape
cultivation easily invading roadsides, fields and other disturbed areas. This species is not listed as
a noxious weed under Weed Control Act; however, it is considered a priority invasive plant by
ISCMV.
A single, sporadic occurrence of Dame’s rocket was observed on the west side of a soil pile near
Barnet Highway (Photograph 7).

4.4.3.8 English Holly
English holly is a hardy, evergreen shrub/small tree that can grow up to 10m in height. This
shade-tolerant species grows on mesic sites, is readily dispersed by birds, and can become a
dominant understorey species in forests, shading out native plant species 15. English holly is not

ISCBC. 2014. Common Tansy TIPS. Available at https://bcinvasives.ca/resources/tips/common-tansy.
Government of British Columbia. 2002. A Guide to Weeds in British Columbia. Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries.
In Klinkenberg, Brian. (Editor) 2020. E-Flora BC: Electronic Atlas of the Plants of British Columbia [eflora.bc.ca]. Lab for
Advanced Spatial Analysis, Department of Geography, University of British Columbia, Vancouver.
15
In Klinkenberg, Brian. (Editor) 2020. E-Flora BC: Electronic Atlas of the Plants of British Columbia [eflora.bc.ca]. Lab for
Advanced Spatial Analysis, Department of Geography, University of British Columbia, Vancouver.
12
13
14
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listed as a noxious weed under the Weed Control Act; however, it is identified by the ISCBC as an
invasive plant of concern and ISCMV as a target species for control.
Several English holly saplings and a rare juvenile were observed growing along South Schoolhouse
Creek, east of the fence (Photograph 8).

4.4.3.9 English Ivy
English ivy is an evergreen climbing shrub (vine) that can reach up to 30m in length. This native of
Europe grows easily in a variety of soil conditions, in sun or shade, and is fairly drought tolerant 16.
Ivy can potentially form “ivy deserts” in forest stands, smothering and inhibiting native understorey
plant populations 17. If allowed, this species can grow on, smother, and girdle mature trees,
ultimately killing their host. English ivy is not listed as a noxious weed under the Weed Control Act;
however, it is identified by the ISCBC as an invasive plant of concern, the ISCMV as a target
species for control.
English ivy was observed growing as dense groundcover and climbing up trees east of the fence
from St. Johns Street to about the terminus of Spring Street. Patches of English ivy was observed
within the vegetation along St. Johns Street towards Barnet Highway (Photograph 9).

4.4.3.10

Field Bindweed/Morning Glory

Also known as hedge bindweed or field bindweed, this species is a deep-rooted perennial trailing
or climbing vine. It reproduces vegetatively from root, rhizomes, and stem fragments, as well as by
seed. Seed banks within soil can remain viable for more than 20 years 18. Morning glory can grow
in a wide range of ecological conditions, including full sun to full shade, and it is tolerant to drought.
Once established, this species is very difficult to eradicate. Morning glory is not listed as a noxious
species under the Weed Control Act; however, it is identified by the ISC as an invasive plant of
concern.
Dead vines of last years field bindweed and a sporadic occurrence of new growth were observed
amongst the vegetation around the perimeter of the Site (Photograph 10). As the survey was
conducted in winter, it is likely the extent is much larger.

4.4.3.11

Foxglove

Foxglove is a biennial introduced garden species with pink to purple, sometimes white flowers that
infests partially sunlit to deeply shaded areas including fields, roadways, forest access roads, forest
clearing and edges and other areas of disturbance 19. Reproduction is via seeds with each plant
producing up to 5000 seeds and dispersed via wind and water. Seed germination is linked to soil
disturbance and vegetation cover. Foxglove is not listed as a noxious species under the Weed
Control Act; however, it is identified by the ISCMV as a priority invasive species.

16
ISCBC. 2017. English Ivy Hedera helix Factsheet. Available:
http://bcinvasives.ca/documents/English_Ivy_TIPS_2017_WEB.pdf.
17
Okerman, Anne. (2000). Combating the “Ivy Desert”: The Invasion of Hedera helix (English Ivy) in the Pacific Northwest
United States. University of Minnesota, Department of Horticultural Science. Retrieved from the University of Minnesota
Digital Conservancy, http://hdl.handle.net/11299/59738.
18
Government of British Columbia. 2002. A Guide to Weeds in British Columbia. Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries.
19
In Klinkenberg, Brian. (Editor) 2020. E-Flora BC: Electronic Atlas of the Plants of British Columbia [eflora.bc.ca]. Lab for
Advanced Spatial Analysis, Department of Geography, University of British Columbia, Vancouver.
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Foxglove rosettes and dead stems were common in the center portion of the Site, off Barnet
Highway (Photograph 11).

4.4.3.12

Herb-robert

Herb-robert or Robert’s geranium is an annual herb with a taproot, branching stems and an
unpleasant odour. Leaves are pinnately divided into 3-5 segments in a triangle-, egg- to
pentagonal-shape. Stems and leaves are hairy and can range from green to red in colour 20. Flowers
grow in clusters of 2 and consist of 5 petals that can be pink to reddish purple or pink with white
stripes. Seeds are 15-25mm long, 5-parted capsules and can be projected by the plant when
disturbed 21. Herb-robert can tolerate a range of ecological conditions from deep shade to full sun
at low elevations. This species is not listed as a noxious weed under Weed Control Act; however,
it is considered a priority invasive plant by ISCMV.
Rare, sporadic occurrences of herb-robert were observed across the Site (Photograph 12).

4.4.3.13

Himalayan Blackberry

Himalayan blackberry is a perennial native of southwest Asia that can form dense, impenetrable
thickets. Himalayan blackberry can spread by root fragments, seed and underground runners. This
invasive species can quickly out-compete native vegetation and increase flood and erosion issues
where it grows along riparian corridors. Himalayan blackberry cannot survive in deep shade
environments, which is typically a long-term management approach for control (i.e., creating
deep-shade environments by establishing dense coniferous over storey canopies) 22.
Himalayan blackberry is not listed as a noxious weed under the Weed Control Act; however, this
species is both recognized by the provincial ISC and the ISCMV as one of the more problematic
species in the Lower Mainland region.
Himalayan blackberry was one of the most widespread invasive species at the Site. Dense
infestations of Himalayan blackberry were observed across the south half of Site, in a matrix with
the knotweed patches. Less dense or patchy occurrences of Himalayan blackberry were observed
along both sides of the fence, the northern property line, the northwest corner and on the soil piles
(Photograph 13).

4.4.3.14

Knotweed (Noxious)

Knotweeds are aggressive invasive plant species that are known to form dense stands along
riverbanks and other wet areas, often displacing native plant communities. In BC there are four
species of knotweed: Japanese, Giant, Himalayan, and Bohemian. Knotweeds are perennial herbs
with bamboo-like stems, triangle- to egg-shaped leaves, and pink to greenish-white flowers.
Knotweeds spread aggressively by seeds, rhizomes, and both root and stem fragments. Plant parts

20
In Klinkenberg, Brian. (Editor) 2020. E-Flora BC: Electronic Atlas of the Plants of British Columbia [eflora.bc.ca]. Lab for
Advanced Spatial Analysis, Department of Geography, University of British Columbia, Vancouver.
21
West Multnomah Soil & Conservation District. 2020. Invasive herb Robert. Available at https://wmswcd.org/species/herbrobert/
22
Metro Vancouver and ISCMV. 2019. Best Management Practices for Himalayan Blackberry in the Metro Vancouver
Region. Available at http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regionalplanning/PlanningPublications/HimalayanBlackBerries_BMP-v7.pdf
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as small as 0.7 grams can produce new occurrences, which makes this species particularly difficult
to manage and control its spread 23.
Knotweeds are listed as noxious under the provincial Weed Control Act. As such, the site occupier
is required under the act to ensure populations of knotweed occurring within the boundaries of the
Site are managed accordingly. In addition, knotweeds are considered some of BC’s most unwanted
invasive plants by the ISC, are identified by the ISCMV as priority species.
Several large patches or networks of knotweed were observed at the Site. Some of the knotweed
patches appeared to have been treated with herbicide, indicated by stands of grey-brown, dead
canes without leaves (Photograph 14). However, numerous clumps of untreated knotweed,
indicated by stands of orange-brown canes with leaves, were common (Photograph 15).

4.4.3.15

Oxeye Daisy

Oxeye daisy are short-lived perennial species that produce white ray flowers with yellow centre
disks and can grow up to 1m in height. This species occurs at low- to mid-elevations in grasslands
and dry to moist forests. A prolific seed producer, a single oxeye daisy plant can produce up to
26,000 seeds 24. In addition, oxeye daisy can also reproduce via underground rhizomes.
Oxeye daisy in the Metro Vancouver Region is not listed as a provincial noxious weed under the
Weed Control Act; however, it is listed as noxious elsewhere in the province. Oxeye daisy is
identified by the ISCMV as a target species to control, an undesirable by the Ministry of Agriculture,
and one of BC’s most unwanted invasive plants by the ISC.
Sporadic occurrences of oxeye daisy basal rosettes were observed at the edges of the denser
vegetation in the centre of the Site (Photograph 16).

4.4.3.16

Purple Loosestrife (Noxious)

Purple loosestrife is a perennial herb with erect stems and a rhizotomous root system. Growing up
to 2m tall, the upper portion of purple loosestrife plants is covered in pinkish-purple flowers vertically
arranged. Linear to lanceolate leaves arranged in opposite or whorled formation occur on the lower
part of the plan 25. Purple loosestrife forms dense infestations that can impede the flow of water,
decrease habitat diversity, and decrease forage value. A single plant can produce up to 3 million
seeds, which are dispersed by wind, water, wildlife and human activity 26.
Purple loosestrife is listed as noxious weed under the provincial Weed Control Act. As such, The
Morrison Group is required under the Act to ensure populations of purple loosestrife occurring
within the boundaries of the Site are managed accordingly. In addition to this, purple loosestrife is

23
Metro Vancouver and ISCMV. 2019. Best Management Practices for Knotweed Species in the Metro Vancouver
Region. Available http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/RPAC/invasivespecies/RPACRegionalInvasiveSpeciesPublications/InvasiveSpecies%20BMP-Knotweed-v3.pdf.
24
Government of British Columbia. 2002. A Guide to Weeds in British Columbia. Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Fisheries.
25
In Klinkenberg, Brian. (Editor) 2020. E-Flora BC: Electronic Atlas of the Plants of British Columbia [eflora.bc.ca]. Lab for
Advanced Spatial Analysis, Department of Geography, University of British Columbia, Vancouver.
26
ISCBC.2017. Purple Loosestrife Factsheet. Available at
https://www.bcinvasives.ca/documents/Purple_Loosestrife_TIPS_2017_WEB.pdf
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considered one of BC’s most unwanted invasive plants by the ISCBC and is identified by the ISCMV
as priority species.
Purple loosestrife was observed in a patch or as sporadically occurring individuals along the ‘trails’
on the west portion of the Site (Photograph 17).

4.4.3.17

Reed Canarygrass

Reed canarygrass is a Eurasian grass that can grow up to 2m in height and produce a thick root
mat that prevents the growth of other species. Reed canarygrass can reproduce via seeds,
rhizomes, and rhizome fragments 27. Animals, humans, and vehicles commonly spread the seeds,
whereas water is believed to be the most common vector for plant spread via rhizome fragments.
This species is not listed as a noxious weed under Weed Control Act; however, it is considered a
priority invasive plant by ISCMV.
Reed canary grass was observed growing in patches around the edges of the dense vegetation
(Photograph 18).

4.4.3.18

Scotch Broom

Scotch broom originated from the Mediterranean region of Western Europe. It is a woody shrub
with bright yellow flowers and grows up to 3m in height. This species inhabits dry to mesic sites in
the lowland, and can quickly invade sites disturbed by construction, logging, or other activities. It is
very common along rights-of-way for highways and power lines 28.
Scotch broom spreads by seed and lateral bud growth. Mature plants can produce up to 3,500
seedpods, which will dry, split, and spiral, projecting seeds outwards up to 5m. Seed banks in soil
can remain viable for a significant number of years, which can present inherent management
challenges. Scotch broom is not listed as a noxious weed under the Weed Control Act; however, it
is considered to be one of BC’s most unwanted invasive plants by the ISCBC, and is recognized
by the ISCMV as one of the most problematic species in the region.
Scotch broom was observed as sporadic occurring individuals along the south and west property
line and along the edges of the denser vegetation (Photograph 19).

4.4.3.19

Yellow Archangel

Yellow archangel is an invasive trailing evergreen plant species that can form dense mats on forest
floors growing up and over lower-growing vegetation and woody debris. It rapidly depletes soil
nutrients and out-competes native vegetation 29. This species was introduced from Eurasia and
North Africa and can tolerate a wide variety of growing conditions 30. Yellow archangel is not listed

27
Anderson, Hayley. 2012. Invasive Reed Canary Grass (Phalaris arundinacea subsp. arundinacea) Best
Management Practices in Ontario. Ontario Invasive Plant Council, Peterborough, ON.
28
ISCBC. 2019. Scotch Broom Factsheet. Available at
https://www.bcinvasives.ca/documents/Scotch_Broom_FINAL_10_04_2019.pdf
29
Salt Spring Island Conservancy. 2020. Yellow Archangel. Available at https://saltspringconservancy.ca/yellowarchangel/
30
ISCBC.2017. Yellow Archangel Factsheet. Available at
https://www.bcinvasives.ca/documents/Yellow_Archangel_TIPS_2017_WEB.pdf
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as a noxious weed under the Weed Control Act; however, it is identified by the ISCMV as a priority
invasive species.
A clump of yellow archangel was observed along the fence line, near the north headwall of South
Schoolhouse Creek (Photograph 20).

5.0

LIMITATIONS

This report is accurate at a high level for reasonably foreseeable conditions. The limitations of the
work are not always obvious, and the best way to understand them is discussion with the authors
in the context of your intended use. This work is a snapshot in time, so any use must consider that
conclusions may change materially because of changes in site condition or regulatory context.
Only the addressee, our client, and their agents may rely on this report for the stated purpose. We
warrant only that the work was done as described and is similar to the work that would be done by
other qualified consultants in this area. Our contract includes limitations on liability related to
professional errors and omissions.
Respectfully submitted,
PGL ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS
Per:

Ashleigh Gilbert, M.Sc., P.Ag.
Environmental Consultant
AAG/BHN/nwp

Bruce H. Nidle, B.Sc., R.P.Bio.
Senior Environmental Consultant
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Appendix 1
Photographs
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Photograph 1:
Dead bull thistle. Live plants
have purple flowers, hairy
leaves and spiny wings on the
stem
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Spring Creek Development
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November 2020

Photograph 2:
Canada thistle rosette. Mature
plants have numerous
pink-purple flowers and leafy
stems.
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Spring Creek Development
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Photograph 3:
Cherry laurel sapling on the
east side of the fence, west of
South Schoolhouse Creek
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Photograph 4:
Dead common St. Johns-wort
(brown stems) and Himalayan
blackberry on the north side of
Site. In summer, St. Johnswort has yellow flowers.
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Photograph 5:
Common tansy. Mature plants
have clusters of yellow
button-like flowers.
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Photograph 6:
Dense groundcover of
creeping buttercup. Mature
plants have yellow, 5-petal
flowers.
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Photograph 7:
Dame's rocket observed along
the western property line
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Photograph 8:
Juvenile English holly growing
adjacent to the south headwall
of South Schoolhouse Creek

Photograph 9:
English ivy forming dense
ground cover and climbing
trees on the west side of South
Schoolhouse Creek
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Photograph 10:
Morning glory growing on
other vegetation near the
south property line
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Photograph 11:
Foxglove rosette on the west
side of the Site. Mature plants
have tall, erect stems with
numerous pink-purple to white
tubular flowers.
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Photograph 12:
Herb-robert leaves on the west
side of South Schoolhouse
Creek. Mature plants have
pinkish, 5-petal flowers.
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Photograph 13:
Dense infestation of Himalayan
blackberry along the southern
property line

Photograph 14:
Knotweed that appears to have
been treated on the west side
of South Schoolhouse Creek
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Photograph 15:
Knotweed, that appears to be
untreated, dying back for
winter
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Photograph 16:
Oxeye daisy rosette. Mature
plants have ray flowers with
white petals and yellow
centers.
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Photograph 17:
Dead purple loosestrife on the
west side of the Site. Mature
plants have numerous small
pink-purple flowers.
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Photograph 18:
Patch of reed canarygrass, to
the left of the well casings, on
the south side of the Site

Photograph 19:
Scotch broom growing on the
west side of the Site. In the
summer, plants will have
bright yellow flowers.
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Photograph 20:
Yellow archangel growing
along the fence line near the
north headwall of South
Schoolhouse Creek

Appendix 5
Pacific Water Shrew and Coastal Tailed Frog Microhabitat
Survey (PGL November 25, 2020)

November 25, 2020
PGL File: 5003-01.01
Via E-mail:

gmarzara@hotmail.com

Spring Creek Development
#214 – 133 West 17th Street
North Vancouver, BC
V7M 1V5
Attention:
RE:

Ghol Marzara

PACIFIC WATER SHREW AND COASTAL TAILED FROG MICROHABITAT
SUMMARY – SPRING CREEK DEVELOPMENT – 2101 CLARKE STREET,
PORT MOODY, BC

PGL Environmental Consultants (PGL) is pleased to provide this microhabitat summary for the
Spring Creek Development. A Development Permit (DP) application was submitted to the City of
Port Moody (the City) for a proposed 90-unit, multi-family development at 2101 Clarke Street, Port
Moody, BC (the Site). The DP application included an Environmental Impact Assessment and
Riparian Areas Protection Regulation (RAPR) assessment and submission package, both prepared
by PGL. The City provided a response to the DP application in September 2020. The response
included an information request for the following:





Pacific water shrew (Sorex bendirii) microhabitat assessment;
Coastal tailed frog (Ascaphus truei) microhabitat assessment;
Restoration elements for Pacific water shrew and coastal tailed frog; and
Salvage and mitigation measures for Pacific water shrew and coastal tailed frog.

A microhabitat survey was completed by PGL biologist Donnah MacKinnon (M.Sc., CERPIT) on
November 12, 2020. This letter addresses the above information requests. We trust this meets your
needs.

1.0

MICROHABITAT ASSESSMENT

This section presents information on the existing habitat for Pacific water shrew and coastal tailed
frog at the microhabitat level.

1.1

Pacific Water Shrew

The creek and adjacent riparian habitat were assessed for Pacific water shrew (PWS) habitat
capability and suitability during field studies in 2017 (PGL 2018). The assessment used the Species
Account and Preliminary Habitat Ratings for Pacific Water Shrew (Sorex bendirii) Using SHIM Data
(Craig 2006). The Sensitive Habitat Inventory Mapping (SHIM) methodology assessed the upland
habitat, including forest composition, shrub cover and level of disturbance, and the stream habitat
capability including stream wetted width, depth, and slope. The combination of the habitat suitability
characteristics results in an overall habitat suitability index of Nil, Low, Moderate, or High.
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The upland habitat at the Site consisted of a young to mature, mixed forest in a disturbed habitat,
with shrub cover of 34–66%. The overall upland habitat was considered Moderate for PWS. The
creek was less than 5m in bankfull width, less than 2m in bankfull depth, and less than 45 degrees
in slope. The channel was modified, as evidence of concrete weirs and channel alignment were
present. The stream suitability for PWS was Moderate. Overall habitat suitability for PWS at the
Site was evaluated as Moderate.
During the recent November 2020 microhabitat assessment, the creek was divided into four
segments for SHIM assessment (Figure 1). The upper riparian habitat within the boundary of the
Site was also assessed using the SHIM model and described using polygons.
Most of the west bank of the creek was Moderate suitability habitat, while the east bank close to
the existing houses was described as Low suitability in SHIM Segments 3 and 4. Within the Site,
in the developable area outside the 12.2m Streamside Protection and Enhancement Area (SPEA),
the habitat suitability for PWS ranged from Low to Moderate. The primary area of Low suitability
habitat (Figure 1) was open habitat with limited cover and primarily invasive plant species. This
area is surrounded by Moderate or Low-Moderate suitability habitat with ground coverage, shrubs,
and trees. The microhabitat assessment supported the 2017 finding that overall, the habitat at the
Site provides moderate habitat suitability for PWS. The dominant trees onsite are deciduous
(primarily black cottonwood [Populous trichocarpa]). Some young and sapling conifers are present
throughout the Site.
There is a large wooden fence across the Site, west of the creek, roughly in line with the SPEA.
This fence is mostly solid and is installed to the ground level. However, gaps do exist in the fence
in a couple locations, and the fence does not extend to the edge of the property. The fence
represents a significant barrier to wildlife movement, but does not completely preclude it.

1.2

Coastal Tailed Frog

No habitat assessment model for coastal tailed frog exists. However, habitat requirements for
coastal tailed frog are as follows (ECCC 2016):
Aquatic Habitat:







Cascade and step-pool channel morphology;
Cobble and boulder substrates;
Stable channels;
Lack of fine substrates;
Year-round flow; and
Stream temperatures ranging between 5–18.5˚C for egg survival, and no more than 22˚C for
larvae.

Terrestrial Habitat:






Riparian habitat;
Abundant ground cover;
Coarse woody debris;
Moist microhabitat availability; and
Mature and old growth forests.

The Site offers some instream habitat for tadpoles and egg development. Riffle-pool habitat, with
an average gradient of 2%, was available throughout the creek. Deeper pools were present in SHIM
Segments 1, 2, and 4. Large boulders and cobbles were present throughout and particularly
abundant in SHIM 1 and 2. While the creek does not offer the typical cascade and step-pool
2
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morphology and the steep gradients associated with coastal tailed frog habitat, there are elements
such as the presence of pools, boulders, and large cobbles that provide opportunities for coastal
tailed frog tadpoles to rear. Overall, the creek provides moderate capability to support coastal tailed
frog.
Riparian forest habitat within the Site (Figure 2) was assessed as primarily Low or Low-Moderate
suitability habitat for adult coastal tailed frog within the proposed development area. Primarily, the
lack of adequate coarse woody debris and mature trees contributed to this rating. Additionally,
disturbed soils and fill materials did not support suitable moist microhabitats. Within the SPEA,
coarse woody debris and cover shrubs were more abundant, providing moderate habitat capability
to support coastal tailed frog.
The fence described in Section 1.1 is also a concern for coastal tailed frog, and represents the
same barrier to movement and risk of isolation.

2.0

HABITAT RESTORATION ELEMENTS

PWS and coastal tailed frog restoration priorities and best management practices have been
consulted to guide the habitat enhancement on the Site. The following subsections identify
opportunities to upgrade the existing habitat and create habitat with greater suitability for PWS and
coastal tailed frog.

2.1

Pacific Water Shrew

Habitat restoration initiatives for PWS should include (Craig et al. 2010):









2.2

Encouraging dense understorey vegetation, including native ferns, shrubs, and low-lying forbs;
Encouraging growth of a mixed or conifer forest to maturity;
Creating or encouraging the recruitment of abundant coarse woody debris;
Maintaining connectivity corridors to other habitat areas to prevent isolating individuals;
Providing safe crossing locations where barriers exist between habitats, such as bridges or
open-bottomed culverts;
Protecting riparian habitat from encroachment;
Using fencing to limit access by cats and dogs; and
Controlling and managing invasive plant infestations.

Coastal Tailed Frog

Habitat restoration initiatives for coastal tailed frog should include (BC Ministry of Environment
2015):










Maintaining habitat restoration initiatives as described above for PWS;
Maintaining clean, stable, cobble/boulder and gravel substrates;
Avoiding inputs of sediment to the watercourse;
Prohibiting pesticide or chemical use within the riparian habitat area (exception for
stem-injected control of knotweed);
Maintaining wildlife trees;
Maintaining pockets and step-pools within the watercourse;
Maintaining abundant instream cover;
Maintaining abundant streamside vegetative cover; and
Maintaining water quality and water quantity.

3
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WILDLIFE SALVAGE AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Vegetation clearing is required at the Site to prepare the land for development, and remove invasive
plant species and conduct habitat restoration works. Clearing and ground disturbance has the
potential to harm or kill, either directly or indirectly, wildlife onsite. Wildlife salvage is considered
the last measure to mitigate harm after all other measures to avoid impact to wildlife habitat have
been implemented. Wildlife are protected from harm in BC under the BC Wildlife Act. A permit must
be obtained to capture, hold, and relocate wildlife during a salvage operation. While the objective
of a salvage operation is to prevent injury, morbidity, and mortality, a salvage also comes with
inherent risks during the capture and handling of wildlife.

3.1

Pacific Water Shrew Salvage

The western portion of the Site proposed for development includes an area of Low suitability habitat
for PWS surrounded by Low-Moderate and Moderate habitat. The presence of the fence along the
border of the SPEA represents a significant barrier to shrew movement, and likely precludes much
use of the western portion of the Site. Additionally, no work within the SPEA will occur, which is the
primary habitat for PWS. As such, a full PWS salvage using pitfall traps is not recommended.
However, for due diligence, a “sweep salvage” for PWS is recommended for the Site prior to
vegetation clearing and ground disturbance within all habitat on the west side of the SPEA.
A sweep salvage involves a crew of two or more Qualified Environmental Professionals (QEPs)
working in tandem with the construction and clearing crew. The goal of the sweep salvage is to
encourage wildlife to move out of the construction area and into suitable habitat. A Wildlife Permit
is required if handling of wildlife is anticipated. To minimize impact to PWS and other terrestrial
wildlife during clearing and construction:










3.2

Install a silt fence along the entire edge of the SPEA, or limit of construction and clearing;
Remove the existing wooden fence;
When work is ready to proceed, open a section of silt fence approximately 20m wide to create
an escape route for wildlife;
Ensure the QEPs and equipment move slowly towards the gap in the silt fence in a west-to-east
direction outwards from laydown areas or roadways. The QEPs will work ahead of the
equipment, and will use sticks, hiking poles, or pole seines to create disturbance along the
ground, making sure to disturb coarse woody debris and vegetation. Drive animals towards the
escape route in the silt fence;
If wildlife is observed, stop the equipment and allow the wildlife an opportunity to move out of
the way;
Close the silt fence at the end of each day to prevent wildlife from returning to the work zone;
Ensure QEPs continue to work ahead of equipment until the work zone is cleared. Schedule
clearing on consecutive days to prevent lengthy isolation of the work zone; and
Avoid salvage during periods of heavy rain and temperatures below 4˚C to prevent additional
stress on PWS and other wildlife.

Coastal Tailed Frog Salvage

The habitat west of the SPEA designated for construction has been assessed as Low to
Low-moderate suitability for adult coastal tailed frog. For due diligence, it is recommended that in
addition to the measures for PWS in Section 3.1, an evening visual encounter survey/salvage
should occur prior to vegetation clearing and ground disturbance. This prudent approach is
relatively inexpensive to conduct (as opposed to pitfall trapping), and is recommended due to the
recorded presence of a coastal tailed frog tadpole in upstream habitats (offsite), and the moderate
suitability riparian habitat within the SPEA. A Wildlife Permit is required for this salvage operation.
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Best management practices for this salvage area are as follows (BC Ministry of Forests, Lands,
and Natural Resource Operations 2016):











3.3

Install a silt fence along the entire edge of the SPEA, or limit of construction and clearing;
Conduct the salvage with two or more QEPs in the evening, preferably during rainy weather to
encourage amphibian movement;
Ideally, conduct the salvage during a warm weather rain event in fall;
Coincide salvage for amphibians to occur immediately prior to vegetation clearing and the PWS
sweep salvage;
Focus salvage efforts in optimal habitat areas, particularly in wet microhabitats, around coarse
woody debris, and under vegetation;
Follow the Interim Hygiene Protocols for Amphibian field staff and researchers;
Use clean, disinfected dip nets or hand nets to capture amphibians and transfer to clean holding
buckets;
Release captured amphibians in a suitable, pre-determined release site;
Record the effort of salvage based on habitat suitability and any captures; and
Maintain the silt fence until vegetation clearing is completed.

General Mitigation Measures

General mitigation measures for Species at Risk for all activities at the Site:












Install clear markings to delineate No-Go Zones and fencing (bright snow fencing or visible
alternative) to protect the SPEA;
Minimize vegetation removal and area impacted to only areas necessary to meet the needs of
the Project;
Retain a QEP to develop a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) to guide
the environmental Best Management Practices and environmental monitoring requirements for
the Site;
Avoid vegetation removal and ground disturbance between mid-February and end of August
when PWS nests may be active within coarse woody debris (also overlaps with breeding bird
season);
Avoid stockpiling grubbed vegetation and woody debris. Remove this material from the Site to
prevent attracting wildlife;
Vehicles and equipment entering the Site must be clean and free of invasive plant materials;
Soil, mulch, and nursery stock brought onto the Site must be clean and free of invasive plant
material and invasive gastropods;
Pesticide use is to be limited to targeted application or stem injection;
Replant restoration areas as soon as possible to promote habitat connectivity;
Where appropriate, redistribute felled wood and coarse woody debris (provided wood is free of
invasive plant species) from the construction area to the SPEA and any restoration areas, being
careful not to disturb existing coarse woody debris; and
Understand that both species are susceptible to changes in instream environment due to
stormwater management. Changes in water levels, pollution, and sediment can negatively
impact both species. Stormwater inputs to the watercourse should meet Integrated Stormwater
Management principles. Furthermore, “stormwater should be cleaned and returned to ground
at or near to the site of production and any detention facilities used should be minimized, be
off-line from the natural watercourses and not be placed near habitat” (Craig et al. 2010) for
these species.
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SUMMARY

PWS and coastal tailed frog microhabitat exists within the Site to varying degrees. The most optimal
habitat for both species is located within the designated SPEA, which is to be preserved. Habitat
outside the SPEA ranges from Low to Moderate for PWS and between Low and Low-Moderate for
coastal tailed frog. The presence of a fence that roughly overlaps the border of the SPEA presents
a significant barrier to wildlife movement between the SPEA and the proposed development area.
We have considered the presence of potential habitat for PWS and coastal tailed frog combined
with the fence, and have determined a due diligence approach to wildlife salvage and mitigation. A
sweep salvage for PWS ahead of clearing equipment to encourage wildlife to leave the construction
area is recommended and is appropriate for the Site conditions. Additionally, an evening visual
encounter survey/salvage for coastal tailed frog prior to vegetation clearing is also significant due
diligence for a Site with limited suitable habitat. All survey and salvage work should be undertaken
by QEPs. A Provincial Wildlife Salvage Permit is required.

5.0

LIMITATIONS

This report is accurate at a high level for reasonably foreseeable conditions. The limitations of the
work are not always obvious, and the best way to understand them is discussion with the authors
in the context of your intended use. This work is a snapshot in time, so any use must consider that
conclusions may change materially because of changes in site condition or regulatory context.
Only the addressee, our client, and their agents may rely on this report for the stated purpose. We
warrant only that the work was done as described and is similar to the work that would be done by
other qualified consultants in this area. Our contract includes limitations on liability related to
professional errors and omissions.

6.0

CLOSING

We trust that this meets your needs. If you have any questions or require clarification, please
contact Katharine Scotton or Matt Hammond at 604-235-8021 and 250-940-0767, respectively.
PGL ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS
Per:

Katharine Scotton, B.Sc., R.P.Bio.
Environmental Consultant

Matt Hammond, B.Sc., R.P.Bio.
Senior Environmental Consultant

KKS/MNH/mtl
\\pgl-van-file1\Project Files\5000-5099\5003 - Spring Creek Development\01-01\_Client Docs\Microhabitat Summary Nov20\l-5003-01-01-PWS CTF Microhabitat-v1.docx
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